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SYNOPSIS
Let it be known -from the outset, that the paper is a
very general projection of what is considered as
persistent problems for the domestic sea transport in
Kiribati.

And since the country, is not isolated from the

rest of the world, elements of international trade and
shipping services are also included.

The paper is not

meant to be used for any high level decision making
purposes for shipping in Kiribati.

It is in fact, no more

than an attempt to compliment what has already been
written on the topic of problems of domestic sea transport
in Kiribati; as a requirement for partial completion of a
Master of Science Degree in General Maritime
Administration.

The degree proramme itself, has a very

broad base which dimensions cover a wide spectrum of
disciplines,

intrinsic to maritime administration.

The work introduces Kiribati in general,
the overall economic situation of the country.

including
Because

the author believes that to understand shipping problems
in Kiribati,

at least it is equally essential to grasp

the system analysis of the necessary component of what
makes Kiribati a State.
as the social,

economic,

Consequently,

such ingridients

political and administrative

set up of the country is essential.
factors in one way or the other,

Since, each of these

influence and have

bearing on the decision making process with regard to
policies on transport and for this topic, shipping.

V

The main stream of the paper begins in Chapter 2,
with the cargo flow analysis

including passengers moved

and other transport relations.

The difficulties for

moving freight and people is given in Chapter 3,

where

the scattered nature of the islands, the distances between
them,

their coral ecology and the conditions of outer

island port facilities are described.

In Chapter 4,

a

straight forward description of the present state of the
country,s fleet is given.

And in Chapter 5,

the author

focuses on the country’s national policy on transport and
shipping,

emphasising on the need to formulate clear

policies.

The last Chapter deals with the summary,

recommendat i ons and a conclusion.
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Chapter I

PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DOMESTIC SEA

TRANSPORT

IN KIRIBATI

1.1 Introduction

The Republic of Kiribati become an independent nation
from the United Kingdom on July 12,1979 after 87 years of
colonialism.Kiribati is an Island State made up of 33
coral atolls located in and around the sea area of the
Pacific Ocean where the International Date Line meets the
Equator. The Islands are divided into three groups,which
are ;
The Gilbert Groups with 17 atolls.
The Phoenix Groups with 8 atolls,
The Line Groups with 8 atolls.
The islands are of coral reef formations made of limestone
structures which rarely rise over five metres above sea
leveKOcean World Encyclopedia 1984 , p . 75 ) . They are
scattered over a wide expanse of sea covering about 3
million square kilometres in three distinct 200 mile
exclusive economic zones (EEZ)

(Kiribati National

Development Plan 1987-1991,p.11). Kiritimati
Island(Christmass Island)in the East is 3870 kilometre
from BanabaCOcean Island)

in the west. Washington Island

in the North is 2050 kilometres from Flint in the South.

The land area is only 868 square kilometres. The
country has a maritime equatorial and tropical climate for
Central Kiribati and islands in the group further north
and south respectively(This is Kiribati,1987,page.5).
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The 1985 census figures indicated the total number of
people in Kiribati to be around the vicinity of 63,883 of
which 21,190 settle in the urban area of South Tarawa with
Bairiki as the seat of Government(WorIdmark Encyclopedia
of the Nations 1988,p.185).

the majority of the population

are indigenous I—Kiribati whose origin can be traced back
to a race of people called Micronesians,including a
springling of mix races resulting from the periods of
colonisation and contact with the West(NDP,19871991,.p.12)

The English Language is used for Official
communications,

otherwise the people speak the I-Kiribati

Language.

The predominant religious denominations are the
Catholic Church and the Kiribati Protestant Church in
that sequence.

The United Kingdom declared the islands a British
Protectorate in the year 1892 for reasons supposedly
humanitarian,but in that period Europe,

particularly Great

Britain, Germany and France were in the process
colonisation and expansionism

of

for political as well as

economic reasons.In 1915 they were annexed as the Gilbert
and Ellice Islands Colony. The colony was put under the
charge of the British High Commission for the Western
Pacific until 1972(Political Handbook of the
WorId,1987,p.315). The Ellice part of the union has also
gained independence under a new name of Tuvalu. The
political and economic relationship with the United
Kingdom lasted for 87 years and culminated on the eve of
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independence Day 12,July 1979. The British
Administrators left but the legacy of their political and
economic system remained,

alongside the strong

traditional socio-political fabric of the islands. And
today Kiribati through reasonable and competent leadership
has adopted that system, modifying it in some form to make
it compatible with local situations and requirements as
well as providing considerations for international
relations.

Te Maneaba ni Maungatabu or the House of Assembly is
the Parliament, unicameral with legislative powers
consisting of 35 to 39 elected members.
Judiciary and Executive.

The Beretitenti

There is the
( President )

forms the Executive part of Government with Te Kauoman ni
Beretitenti

( Vice President ) and 9 Cabinet Ministers

including the Attorney General.

The Speaker of,

the House

is nominated and elected by members of Parliament
according to constitutional procedures.

The Cabinet

headed by the President is responsible to Parliament.
Election is based on universal suffrage.

The President is

directly elected by the people using a proportionate run
off not a first past the post system,
the Third World 1987,p.1058.

( Encyclopedia of

). After his election he

forms his cabinet by choosing his ministers using his own
personal judgement and criteria.

The Local Government Councils on each of the islands
except the Line and Phoenix and Banaba form the lower tier
of Government, dictated by the Local Government Ordinance
of 1961.The Councils enact local by-laws and oversee the
affairs of the islands (Encyclopedia of the Third
WorId,1987,p.1058). Because Government is characterised by
a unitary political arrangement,
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the Island Councils

should not be mistaken with a Federal arrangement,

if one

talks about tiers in Government.

For administrative purposes

.Governments daily

activities are organised in Ministries with particular
portfolios assigned to each one'of them. Each of the
Ministry is put under the charge of a Government Minister
who is the political head of the Ministry having
constitutional appointment with electoral mandate

,i,e,

primarily he is elected by the people,chosen by the
President.
For more practical administrative functions of the
Ministry,

the Secretary is the accountable incumbent in

the Ministry. He is the person or Officer responsible for
the overall running of the Ministry and all Divisions or
Department under or allocated to the Ministry, He is
appointed by by the Public Service Commission approved by
the Beretitenti,as all are appointments to the Public
Service which have to be processed by the Public Service
Commission and submitted to the President for approval.
The Public Service Commission is an independent body
appointed by the President. However,

the organisation of

recruitment,dismissal and training is carried out by the
Public Service Division, which is under the Office of the•
Beretitenti and submitted to the Public Service
Commission.
There are ten Ministries operating under nine
Government Ministries namely :

Office of the Beretitenti
Office)

(Presidents

The Ministry of Finance and Economic

Planning
Ministry of Home Affairs and
De centralisation.
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Ministry of Natural Resources Development.
Ministry of Trade Industry and Labour.
Ministry of Education.
Ministry of Health and Family Planning.
Ministry of Transport and Communications.
Ministry of Work and Energy.
Ministry of the Line and Phoenix Groups.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs falls under the
portfolio of the Office of the Beretitenti. And with these
divisions come the number of Secretaries.

In all there are

eleven Secretaries whose task is to run these
Ministries and their administrative functions from day to
day. They are assisted by their subordinates under the
title, Senior Assistant Secretaries and Assistant
Secretaries. And they with Secretaries form the core of
senior officers in the Public Service,other ranks below
are under the category of Common Cadre. The full ranking
of staffing in Ministries excluding the latter follows:
Government Ministers.
Administrative Officers (Secretaries,SAS,
AS.)

Higher Executive Officers.
Executive Officers.
Clerical Officers.
Personal Officers.
Typis t s.

This is the present trend of ranking in the Public Service
of Kiribati, for each of the ten Ministries not mentioning
however,

ranking and staff structures in Government

Ministry Divisions and Corporations under each Ministry.In
1985 the Public Service manpower was 2299.

1.3.The Economy.
The existing economic pattern of the country is based
on a dichotomous model with the traditional subsistence
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sector placed on all outer islands and the monetised
sector concentrated in three main urban centers of
Betio.Bairiki and Bikenibeu in the main town of South
Tarawa. The same is true of the eastern archipelago i,e
the Line and Phoenix Groups where the monetised sector
existed on Kiritimati
the only urban center there complimented by the periphery
formed by the outer islands in that Group.
However, looking at the overall aggregate economic
activities in the country.measurable in money terms the
following comprises such activities:

Agriculture.
Fi shing.
Mining.
Manuf acturing.
Energy and Water.
Construction.
Wholesale.Retail and Hotels.
Transport and Communications.
Finance and Insurance.
Ownership of Dwellings.
Public Administration.
Community, Social,Recreation.( NDP.1987
1991,p.26.)
The input of each activity to the economy as a whole
can best be shown in the following appendix A.

It gives a

summary in monetary value terms and relates it to Gross
Domestic Product(GDP) per capita.

In the main however, and

since the end of phosphate mining on Banaba in 1979,

the

economy of Kiribati as a whole depends on the export of
copra,fish and marine products. The latter category of
product is being developed by Government inorder

to be

able to reap optimum economic benefit from the country s
vast Exclusive Economic Zone(EEZ). Further details will
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appear in a sub chapter on trade. But mean while it is
enough to mention in general that Kiribati pays for its
imports through the export of copra,fish and other items
of minimal commercial value but nonetheless yields
additional income.
The natural coral environment of Kiribati limits the
country from inheriting riches that can be found beneath
and on the surface of the soil. Thus it lacks mineral
resources as well as varieties of marketable crops or
lumbering,left only with the sea and what is in there of
economic value for development and exploitation. The
topsoil could only offer favourable conditions for few
edible crops for growing coconut palms out of which the
single commodity of copra is extracted. Given -this
difficult situation vis-a-vis the underlying ambition to
become an independent and viable political and economic
entity, Government has plans to attain its goals and
objectives for economic and social development to ensure
the people enjoy a reasonable standard of living
commensurate to what can be produced in the country. The
plan makes room for the kind of development that will be
in harmony with the cultural and traditional values of the
people.
Government through its Ministries coordinated by the
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning with the
Planning Office playing a cardinal role

has set the

following as national goals and objectives.(NDP,19871991,p.19) .
Achievement of progress for collective self
reliance and economic independence.

Improvements of the living conditions and
welfare of the people, ensuring availability of basic
needs.
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To ensure a fair distribution of services
and amenities between urban and rural areas

.

Increasing diversification in the economy,
encouraging and assisting in establishing small scale
import substitution activities and promoting the expansion
of exports.B

Promotion of appropriate development within
all parts of the country especially,

outer islands and the

Line and Phoenix Groups.

Maintaining the country's cultural
identity.

Increasing trade and economic co-operation
with other States and

international entities.

Preserving social and economic stability
necessary for uninterrupted and continuous economic and
social advancement, when utilising land and marine
resources for attaining economic independence.

The foregoing nine point plan is a guide for future
development within which framework resources and materials
both human and inanimate will be.utilised to meet our
requirements as a nation . The implementation process of
the plan is done primarily at Ministerial levels
coordinated by the Ministry of Finance and Economic
Planning through the Chief Planning Officer and his staff
for submission to the Development Coordinating Committee
for discussion and consideration before finally going to
Cabinet.

Items like the Development and National Budget
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are tabled iri Parliament for legislative approval where as
minor items need Cabinet's approval only. To mention in
passing the Development Coordinating Committee is a body
whose members comprises of all Secretaries from Ministries
including the Chief Planning Officer. This a brief
summary of decision making for
implementation at national

policy formulation and

level.

At island level,

such

plans for development economic and social are partly done
by local authorities tieing up with particular Ministries
at national level for budgeting.
Returning to the economic development thread of the
topic and in view of the scarcity of capital goods and
money in the country we have fallen in line with other
developing countries seeking foreign aid for the long term
development. Aids come in the form of technical
assistance.money and capital goods. The Kiribati 1989
Development Budget lists thirty one overseas countries,
institutions and organisations contributing to the aid
package for different development projects and
purposes<1989 Development Budget.p.47). Since attaining
independence,

development particularly in the economic

infrastructure of the country has been made possible
through foreign aid assistance. Selecting two examples,
Japan's fishing and cargo vessels including cold storage
facilities for the national fishing company and the
Betio/Bairiki causeway worth well over ten million
Australian dollars (1989,DB.p.42);European Economic
Community's involvement for improvement of
telecommunications facilities and upgrading of the
international airport runway in Tarawa the capital of the
country(

1989,DB,pp,36,37.); and many others,some with

commitment for funding some without.Aid benefits not only
urban areas, but reaches out to outer islands managed from
various Government Ministries.depending on the type of
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development project in question. Road improvement,causewayconst rue t ion , provi s ion of reef passages for canoes and sea
wal1s.

Subsistence Sector•

The outer islands have their own level of economy
where people produce what is required for daily
subsistence

. The main occupations are artisanal

fishing,cultivation of root crops,mainly babai native to
the islands,toddy production( sweet liquid extracted from
coconut palm spathe ) which can be transformed into syrup
and other delicacies,

copra

production,handicraft,production of strings woven from
coconut fibres as well as the production of mats woven
from the seasoned pandanus leaves and other activities.
These activities are very much tied to the traditional
ways of living of an I-Kiribati.
But since the introduction of trade using money as
the medium for exchange, people on the islands started to
produce for the market to pay for imported items required
for the house hold like rice,

flour,

sugar and clothing.

The main economic activity of commercial value is the
production of copra throughout the islands.

Copra is

produced on feudal divisions following the fragmentation
of land tenure of the I-Kiribati society.

In this usage

feudalism is different from its original concept used in
Medieval Europe.

However,

the production of copra on

outer islands brings income to the people and supplement
their daily subsistence life style,

rather than they

depend on money income for their ' daily bread '.
Additional income for some families come from remittances
sent from members of the family working on overseas ships.
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the Nauru phosphate mines and in urban areas of the
country.
Each island is administered by Local Councils or
Island Councils with the help of a clerk seconded from the
Ministry of Home Affairs and Decentralisation.

It is the

responsibility of the council with the advice of the clerk
to see that essential services on the islands are
maintained, e,

g,law and order to a certain extent,

maintenance of airstrips,
goods from the capital,

reef passages, flow of trade

roads etc...The council is elected

with the president as head and his councillors from
villages or electoral wards.

Other members include a

Member of Parliament on the island and nominated members
prescribed in the council by-law.

These people are the

decision makers formally or by the laws of Kiribati on the
islands.

The councils receive sub-ventions from central

government on a designed formula with each island
receiving different shares for their annual budget beside
what they raise within the islands.
At the village level the old system of government
still exist on each island; Where the elders are
recognised as decision makers for the village.

This is an

informal institution but at times can become a force to
reckon with when disagreement arises between the legally
elected government and this traditional system.
the people have seen

At least

conflicts between the two systems.

The last is probably the family unit in its house hold or
social division the ' kaainga

This unit coupled with

its extended ramifications of family ties, forms the basic
traditional unit of the I-Kiribati society.

It is this

unit characterised by its cohesiveness and solidarity
that pull the rural people together into the spirit of
community that it is very rare to find destitutes and
beggars in the country.

And it is the sum total of these
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small units throughout the country that forms what it is
referred to now as people living in the subsistence
sector.

In the 1985 census, people in this Sector were

reckoned as around the vicinity of 42,693 people.

Those

living in urban areas were counted to be about 21,190.
Therefore the subsistence sector of the economy can
be described as self-reliant to a certain extent, except
for some acquired tastes resulting from contacts with the
West that money is required to buy foreign goods
from stores.
for export.

And it is this sector that produces copra
Facilities on outer islands exist for selling

copra and buying imported goods.

This is made possible

through consumer and marketing cooperatives which are
t
members of the Kiribati Copra Cooperative
Society, itself
registered under the laws of Kiribati for its functions.

1.3.2. Cash Sector

The cash sector is analogous to cash economy where
production and distribution of services are the principal
economic activities.

The pattern of these activities

however correspond and reflect the size,

scale and wealth

of a resource poor developing country like Kiribati.
In this

respect the country's cash economy has adopted a

characteristic which is service oriented

.

And Government

plays a leading role followed by Public and Private
Enterprises or Companies.

Government virtually provides

for the economic and social infrastructure existing in the
country, air and sea transport,

schools and hospitals,

housing including supporting facilities.
Government employs about 2299 people in all its
establishments excluding those working for Statutory
Corporations, Public Companies and self financing
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agencies.

The figure declined from 2492 since the year

1983( NDP,

1987-1991

.p.392).

It is Government policy to

trim the size of the Public Service inorder

not to

overtax the country's economic capability by having a
large Public Service.

Other Government and semi owned

Government institutions understand Government policy of
establishing a reasonable ceiling on manpower.
in appendix 'B'

The table

illustrate the number of people employed

in the country in different sectors ( NDP,

1987-1991,p.438

) .
Service production in Government, are carried out
through Ministries which was indicated earlier,

i,e,

the

initiatives in terms of planning and policy formulation
start from Government and disseminated throughout
Ministries for execution and implementation.

Of course

the reverse could happen in the decision making direction
where suggestions flow from down below only to be
formalized at the top. The services provided by the
Ministry of Transport and Communications include,
shipping,

ports and repair facilities,

telecommunications.meteorological, postal services, marine
safety administration,

and philatelic

.

The Shipping

Corporation of Kiribati, Air Tungaru, Telecom Kiribati are
already self financing ventures with external as well as
internal financial assistance.
in Central Government Budget.

And they are not included
Eventually the Shipyard

will become self financing.
The Ministry of Trade,

Industry and Labour is

responsible for promoting, developing and managing or
coordinating projects under its portfolio.

Beginning from

1988 some planned activities connected with gradual import
substitution through diversification of the country's
economic base have emerged into reality, e,g.

the

existence of small scale industries like the Tarawa
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Biscuit Factory, Metal Work, Confectionary, Snack Foods.
But the Ministry has plans to develop, an industrial
estate, food processing and preservation center with many
others in the near future.
In the Resource Development Ministry,Fisheries and
Marine Products development including agriculture are
among the priorities.
company, the

At present the national fishing

Mautari Ltd, has an operating capacity of .

six fishing vessels including a mother ship which
transport the catch to Pago Pago in American Samoa.
Available records indicated, the company’s catch have been
varied since 1981 to 1985 following good and poor fishing
seasons.

The total sale in metric tons for 1985 was

1,110.5 valued at $676,000 compared to the previous year,
1984 to 2,352.2 metric tons valued at over a million
Australian dollars.
In the eastern archipelago i.e. the Line and Phoenix
Groups with Kiritimati the capital of the group, marine
products are exported to Honolulu and Nauru in between the
years 1981 and 1985.

Exports to Honolulu netted A$476,000

and A$4,000 from Nauru in 1984.
The financial service

is facilitated by the Ministry

of Finance for Central Government plus other semi owned
government bodies like the Bank of Kiribati Ltd., the
National Loans Board which soon will become the Developing
Bank of Kiribati, Insurance Company, National Provident
Fund which membership extended to Government and private
sector employees.
The exemplified services and revenue generators
within Government and under Government jurisdiction
dictated by the Laws of Kiribati are a few indications of
service and production sectors within the cash economy.
The private and semi private sectors of the cash
economy in Kiribati are not strong because of the poor
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resource base of the economy.

Phosphate was the only

mineral resource marketable until 1979, beside copra,fish,
and marine products.

Consequently it reflects the type of

industrial activity inherent in the country.

Copra is

sold in its raw stage to European and nearby countries in
the region in particular the Marshall
and marine products.

Islands,

so as fish

Because of this the country does not

develop processing industries.

So private and public

companies are left with the provision of service oriented
activities,e.g.

trading stores, nocturnal entertainments

in the form of night clubs,

cinemas and videos, bus and

taxi services and food vendoring.

Individuals owning

small companies import directly from their overseas
connections in small quantities.
Some of the private businesses are quite
substantial,e.g. Bairiki Holdings, Kum Kees Trading, Ferns
Store to mention but some.

They had a good share of

importing and distribution of good and services and
employment of local people in their companies.
Public companies and Cooperatives form another part
of the cash economy sector.
Abamakoro Trading, Copra

Government Supply Division,

Cooperative Society and Kiribati

Cooperative Wholesale Society.

Government Supply

Division import materials mainly for Government
consumption for the Housing Corporation
Offices,

and Government

items like furnitures and office equipments.

The

KCWS engage in wholesale and retailing so as the Abamakoro
Trading in food, clothing and machinery, particularly
motor-cycles.

The Copra Cooperative Society specialises

on buying and selling copra from local growers and
exporting them to contracted buyers either within the
Pacific Region or to overseas countries.

1.3.3. Trade.
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From a list of commodities on which Customs levied
import dutiesCNDP,

1987-1991,p.427),

fall under four categories.i.e.
tobacco,

the

country's import

food,beverages and

crude materials, oil and fats,

chemicals,

manufactured goods, machinery and transport materials,
miscellaneous manufactured articles and others.

The total

value of imports for the seven year period from 1979 to
1985 covering ten commodities

,i. e.those mentioned

fluctuated from a low of A$15 million to a high of A$22
million < NDP.

1987-1991. p.431.

).

To put it more

accurately it attained a growth rate of 5.4% from A$15,8m
to A$21.6m between the years 1979-1985 ( NDP.
1991.p.431.

1987-

).

To pay for imports the country depends mostly on the
export of copra.

Revenue from

phosphate export cease to flow after mining ended in 1979
and export earning fell drastically .

And it is apparent

that a deficit position in the balance of trade will be
persistent.

The deficit however is off-set to a certain

extent by fishing licence fees i.e. by international
agreements with foreign fishing vessels. Government allows
these vessels

to fish in Kiribati waters for a return of

an agreed sum of money they paid for a licence.

Another

mechanism designed to alleviate the deficit problem was
the establishment of a Revenue Equalisation Reserve Fund.
The fund comes from the accumulation

of certain portion

of phosphate proceeds invested in reputable overseas
banks.

And a certain percentage of the draw downs on this

reserve that Government is using to bolster the trade
deficit.

For a clearer picture

the table in appendix 'C'

gives an account of the balance of payments for the
country.
Domestic trading is confined to an interaction
between the subsistence sector and the cash sector
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facilitated mostly by the KCWS,Abamakoro Trading,

the

Copra Society and some private trading companies.The
Shipping Corporation of Kiribati to a large extent
provides the shipping service for sea transport.

The

national air line's domestic service takes on a light
freights share in the trade.

The companies distributes

imported goods to their agents or branches on the outer
islands where they could be sold.

People on the outer

islands who earn money through copra production, buy what
they require from trading stores on their respective
islands.

Beside copra,

like salted fish,

there are other local products

toddy syrup, handicrafts,,e.g. mats

,strings,hats, artifacts,

coconut oil,

root crops which

are sold to local markets in the urban areas and which
gives income to those people.

The trade voltime is

not large, but suitable for the needs of the

islands.

However, glancing back to what has been so far
presented it is not difficult to discern the most salient
points of the exposition.

They are,

a small population in

a small country scattered far and wide over a large sea
area,

resource poor in terms of minerals and poor soil.
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Chapter 2
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is.

iililntroductoFY Remarks^
The limited land area and quality of the soil in
Kiribati plus the scarcity of capital goods and money are
some of the inhibiting factors to economic development.
Aggravating these factors is the natural placing of the
islands, where they are scattered far and wide from each
other,

over the sea with a small population isolated from

the main trade route trunks.

The cargo for export are

mainly copra and fish which together could make a
reasonable volume of tonnage for transportation internally
but comparatively negligible to attract overseas shipping
tonnage for international cargo.

Likewise the

requirements for imported food stuffs, manufactured goods,
machineries and other necessary items would be equally
small in size reflecting the demand of a small economy.

Copra and other local products are traded from all
the outer islands and transported to the capital by sea
for transshipment and final export to overseas
destinations.
vary

The quantities of copra and other products

from year to year.

The production of copra was

1,977 metric tonnes in 1985 from Kiritimati and 130 metric
tonnes low from Aranuka.

The total tonnage for export in

that year was 8483 metric tonnes.

The same tonnage is

included in the internal cargo flow, but in different
components,

following individual islands production trend.

The Shippihg Corporation statistics for the year 1987,
showed a total cargo flow of other products beside copra
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as 7,254.8.

tons to and from the islands.

Outer islands

requirements are usually basic food and general cargoes
while they in turn sell locally produced items for the
urban and overseas markets.

These are the main

constituents of the internal cargo movement including
passengers.

And the existing shipping capacity or tonnage

of the Shipping Corporation of Kiribati is reported to be
sufficient to meet internal demands.. ( MSA
Report,1988.p.60.).

2.2.Domestic Cargo.

Cargo transported between the islands originating
from Tarawa or port Betio as the main national and
international sea port,
cargoes.

comprises of general or break bulk

Imports

from different customers overseas are landed in port Betio
in the Gilbert Group.

From this point they are

distributed to all the islands according to their order or
requirements.
imported,

Referring back to the types of. cargoes

they are food stuffs, beverages and tobacco,

crude materials, oils and fats,

chemicals, manufactured

goods, machinery and transport equipments, miscellaneous
manufactured articles and others ( NDP1987-1991.pp.427,
428.).

Reversing the process,

copra leading the

tonnage,

from the islands to Tarawa,

locally produced goods with

these cargoes are transported
either for the local or

overseas markets, mostly by ship and passengers by air.
The domestic outflow of general cargo from port Betio
to sectorised areas in the Gilbert Group shows the
following:
1987.

( Shipping Corporation of Kiribati.Statistics,

)

Regional Cargo Tonnage from Port Betio .
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Northern. Central. Southern. Total.

1983

1219

840

2486

4545

1984

1088

1140

2626

4854

1985

1302

958

2697

4957

1986

1134

1064

2591

4789

1987

1549

869

2980

5398

For the year 1988 only,in quarters.

1st .

399

245

806

1450

2nd .

424

312

1211

1947

3rd

410

280

1000

1690

4th.

430

300

1100

1830

Total.

1663

‘1137

4117

6917

989 Estimate of the flow to the same regions.

1600

1000

3400

6000

Passengers transported into and out of Tarawa
including in-between the islands travel is shown only for
the year 1987 to give an idea of the number of people
carried on individual ships.

M.V.Moanaraoi.

Outward Pax.

Inter Island.

Inward Pax

1st Quarter

186

14

59

25

21

62

2n

Quarter

20

Outward Pax.

Inter Island Inward Pax.

3rd Quarter

231

4th Quarter

219

16

176

661

69

376

1st Quarter

174

52

127

2nd Quarter

441

29

409

3rd Quarter

550

50

661

4th Quarter

570

31

280

1735

162

1477

oo

h
k

i

M.V.Moanaraoi

79

M.V.Nei Momi.

M. V

.Mataburo

1st Quarter

298

33

328

2nd Quarter

327

219

310

3rd Quarter

46

3

13

4th Quarter

403

32

556

1074

■ 287

1207

L.C.Nimanoa.

1st Quarter

56

2nd Quarter

42

3rd Quarter

164

4th Quarter

—

74

-

9
—

21

131
39
—

L.C.Tituabine

Outward Pax

1st Quarter
2nd Quarter

441
78‘

3rd Quarter
4th Quarter

Grand Total

Inter Island

Inward Pax.

14

148

5

220

107

1

124

47

5

208

643*

25

700

4375

552

4004

The figures for domestic passengers travelling from
Port Betio to the outer islands

and from the outer

islands to Port Betio from the years 1983 to 1987

The statistics is obtained from hand-outs from the
Government Statistician and the Shipping Corporation.

Year . From Betio To Betio Inter

Island Total

Internalional

1983

2275

4856

542

7673

532

1984

2550 ■

2282

653

5485

396

1985

3300

2982

1241

7523

270

1986

3445

2902

687

7034

194

1987

4286

3910

589

8785

237

Total inflow/outflow of general cargoes including
copra.
Year

Inflow

Outflow

Copra inflow
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1983

444.3.

4545.3

3038.6

1984

876

5892.6

5536.9

1985

1109.7

5942.9

4334.1

1986

1044.6

5722.9

2758.6

1987

827.4

6427.4

2806.1

The following analysis indicate individual islands
quantity or volume of cargo that were lifted by SCK ships
in 1987.

SCK operates the service between the islands

generally on the principle of cargo inducement, beside its
feeder service operation and charters by Government, non
Government organisations and other private bodies.
are five ships operated by SCK,
tonnage ranging from about
landing crafts.

There

three with dead weight

700 DWT

to 300 DWT and two

The bigger vessels operate routes within

and beyond the reaches of Tarawa while the smaller vessels
operate within the islands north and south of Port Betio.
Cargoes and passengers transported by Air Tungaru will be
shown later.

Port Betio/Makin IslandC

freight tons ),

1987

Ship

General Cargo
Inbound

Copra

Outbound

Inbound

3.9

137.0

40.9

Mataburo

20.4

86.4

65.1

Nimanoa

18.2

50.1

29.1

Tituabine

12.0

70.3

25.3

Momi

Total-----—54.5---- -343.8------- -160.4---------------------
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Ship

General

Cargo

Copra Inbound

Inbound

Outbound

(metric tons)

Momi

19.8

170.3

33.1

Port Betio to

Mataburo

28.1

185.5

62.3

Butaritari

Nimanoa

26.2

188.8

25.3

I siand.

Ti tuabine

12.7

132.9

20.8

Total

86.8

677.5

141.5

Port Betio to Marakei

Momi

Island

6.0

68.0

15.7

13.8

59.6

35.7

.2

18.6

7.2

Tituabine

12.5

56.5

16.1

Total

32.5

202.7

74.7

Mataburo
Nimanoa

Port Betio/Abaiang.

Momi

1.6

38.4

—

Mataburo

4.5

40.9

—

33.1

13.8

—

'40.1

—

133.2

—

Nimanoa
Tituabine
Total

6.12
45.3

Port Betio/Maiana.
Momi

—
3.1

40.8

.7

34.5

—
4.5

Tituabine

3.3

18.2

2.6

Total

7.1

97.5

7.1

Mataburo
Nimanoa

—

4.0
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General Cargo
Ship,

Inbound

Port Betio Kuria

Outbound

Inbound

39.4

4.6

Mataburo

—
6.1

26.7

63.6

Nimanoa

9.1

62.9

29.9

Ti tuabine

8.1

40.5

29.7

23.3

169.5

127.8

Momi

Total

Port Betio/Aranuka

•

Momi

4,6

52.6

5.4

Mataburo

6.5

50.3

83.0

Nimanoa

12.9

33.0

34.5

Tituabine

16.9

40.4

29.1

Total

40.9

176.3

152.0

Port Betio/Abemama
Moanaraoi

--

18.8
19.7

Mataburo

-16.7

—
7.7

175.2

153.9

Nimanoa

18.2

65.9

17.3

Tituabine

26.4

146.1

73.7

Total

61.3

425.7

252.6

Momi

Port Betio/Nonouti
Moanaraoi

21.4

114.3

99.1

Momi

43.3

263.7

260.3

9.5

64.0

23.0

74.2

442.0

382.4

Mataburo
Total

Port Betio/Tabi.teuea North
Moanaraoi
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Port Betio/Tabiteuea North
General Cargo
Ship

Inbound

Copra
Outboound

7.3

110.4

116.6

Momi

21.4

223.7

210.5

Mataburo

15.3

62.4

71.7

Total

44.0

396.5

398.8

Moanaraoi

Port Betio/Tabiteuea South
Moanaraoi

5.6

71.7

57. 3

Momi

6.5

86.4

118. 9

Mataburo

10.7

35.5

47. 6

Total

22.8

193.6

229 . 0

Port Betio/Onotoa
15.7

64.2

41 8

7.9

237.0

72 5

Mataburo

13.4

27.6

10 9

Total

37.0

328.8

125 2

Moanaraoi
Momi

Port Betio/Beru
Moanaraoi
Momi
Mataburo
Total

8.2

81.3

46 5

31.4

295.9

67 6

9.7

123.1

24 8

49.3

500.3

138 9

Port Betio/Nikunau
Moanaraoi

5.2

99.2

81 ,4

Momi

16.2

254.6

118 ,4

Mataburo

22.6

56.5

135 , 3

Total

44.0

410.3

335 1
,
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Port Betio/Tamana

General Cargo
Ship
Moanaraoi
Momi
Mataburo
Total

Inbound

Outbound

Copra

7.6

118.9

18.4

268.9

65.3

6.7

28.1

56.1

32.7

415.9

164.9

■

43.5

Port Betio/Arorae
Moanaraoi

5.5

67.1

30.2

Momi

7.7

178.5

45.7

Mataburo

6.2

46.9

45.0

19.4

292.5

120.9

Total

Port Betio/Banaba
Momi

20.4

145.2

—

Mataburo

24.5

46.9

—

Total

44.9

192.1

—

Port Betio/Kiritimati
Moanaraoi

21.5

277.8

—

Momi

24.4

219.4

—

Mataburo

50.1

335.4

—

Total

96.0

832.6

—

Port Betio/ Fanning
Moanaraoi

.5

23.2

—

Momi

—

30.6

—

Mataburo

1.6

37.9

—

Total

2.1

91.7

—
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Port Betio/Washington
General Cargo
Ship

Inbound

Moanaraoi

—

9.5

—

Momi

—

19.2

—

Mataburo

9.3

71.4

—

Total

9.3

100.1

—

Momi

Outbound

Copra

Port Betio/ Kanton

—

3.4

—

—

Mataburo

—

1.4

—

Total

—

4.8

—

Thus what has been described,
flow indicate the regional flow,

so far in the cargo

i.e.

from Port Betio to

Kiribati North, Central and South to the Eastern
Archipelago part of the country.

Then in the same flov/,

I

draw particular attention to the volume of cargo generated
from each island and transported to port Betio in 1987.
And from the
opposite direction from

the center to all the islands.

Of course cargoes transported in the outward traffic are
mainly composed of imported goods.

But there is hope that

when small scale industries become fully developed, more
goods generated internally will occupy more spaces in the
domestic shipping tonnage.

2.3 International Cargo
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By geographica 1 areas, Kiribati

import s f rom :

Oceania

Asia

Americas

EEC

Au s t r a1ia

Japan

U.S.A

U.K

New Zealand

Hong Kong

Fiji

China

Other

Other

Other

Others
( NDP 1987-1991, p.432 >

The volume of cargo imported from 1983 to 1987 on oversea
ships as well as Shipping Corporation ships is illustrated
in the following table.

Import ( Freight Tonnes )

Years

Calls

TEUs

Container

B/Bulk

Bulk

Total

Fuel

cargo
1983

61

625

11561.6

11588.7

6999.4

30149.7

1984

67

687

13485.7

8913.5

6811.3

29210.5

1985

58

784

15083.8

5019.8

5091.2

25194.9

1986

59

652

14493.2

17883.4

5295.2

37671.8

1987

49

982

18735.1

9934.8

6331.4

35001.3

( Kiribati
Statistics

Chapter 16,

1979-1987, A Compendium of

)

A similar pattern in the geographical direction of
export could be seen,

except for the EEC area where West

Germany, Holland, and Denmark are added on to the list.
And South Korea, a new customer in the Asia region,

so as

the Marshall Islands and American Samoa for Oceania
region.

New entrants result probably from the acquisition

of newly secured import/export contracts particularly with
copra and fish export in the case of American Samoa and
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the Marshall

Islands.

The volume and destinations of export for the years
1983-1987 is shown below, with different destinations.

(

Statistics, Ministry of Finance ).

Export Volume and DestinationsC metric
tonnes)

Year

Japan

Au s t' 1

N.Z

1983

1028

124

18

1555

10

3506

1984

66

99

4

40

1

7479

1985

103

125

32

44

1986

25

61

—

162

1987

44

428

Nauru

Others

EEC

5766
20

171

—

Marshall

Fiji

Total

3373
3899

Of which Copra

6

23

6269

5855

2211

557

10458

10189

1082

1857

9008

8657

145

53

3838

3490

—

213

4755

3898

( excluding fish export )

As can be seen from both data on import
cargo tonnage was transported by ships
carriers or consortia,

e.g.

and export,

owned by foreign

the Japanese Bali-Hai, K-Asia

Pacific and Warner Pacific Line and the Nauru Pacific Line
which by now should have diverted its interest to other
trading routes.

The

Bali-hai ships connect port Betio to

some Japanese ports and K-Asia Pacific and partner provide
connections to Australia and New Zeal.and ports.

Little

explanation is required as to why foreign carriers get
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involved in transporting Kiribati
is simply because the country

import and export.

It

cannot operate the service,

in view of its incapacity to buy bigger ships,

rooted in

the lack of capital. The second reason is that the country
is always always conscious

of the magnitude or volume of

cargo generated internally to guaranty

the acquisition of

specialised ships to import and export cargoes and to
distribute them internally.
Out of the import/export tonnage ,

SCK ships loaded

for export revenue tonnes of 1580 from 1984-1986 and
landed in port Betio 240 revenue tonnes import.

SCK owns

the Moanaraoi which is always on charter by the Pacific
Forum Line and which cargo consignments are a combination
of Kiribati and Tuvalu.

(.MSA Report,

1988 Appendix H

p.3

)

2.4

Transport Relations.

Road transport and Civil Aviation provide
alternatives for sea transport in Kiribati.

The former is

limited to individual islands which by their

insularity

nature are autonomous entities separated by sea from each
other.

That is, each island has its own road system for

transport,

characterised by one main road track,

the configuration of the island.

following

Civil aviation is the

only next mode of transport which offers substantial
service and competition to sea transport in the business
of moving people and freights.

There are no rivers,

canals or railroads in the country.
Road transport becomes more meaningful in urban
centres where people are concentrated i,e,

in towns.

is where the transport service gathers momentum and
becomes a subject for business to more
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enterprising

This

people.

Government initially took on the responsibility

to develop,

improve and maintain a tar sealed road in

South Tarawa,

the capital, which length is estimated to be
t

over twenty six kilometres.

Port Betio has a good tar

sealed road around its length.

And it is connected to two

other urban centres through a newly completed causeway.
Previously, workers and other travellers had to commute by
ferry between Betio and Bairiki.

The road from

the sea

port i.e. Betio provide for a single lane traffic which
can accommodate a two way traffic connecting the port with
the international airport.
Government used to provide a public transport bus
service which now has been handed over to private
businesses.

Cargoes arriving at both extreme points of

urban Tarawa,i.e.

the international airport and

international sea port, are well served by road.

Private

taxi and truck services commute daily moving people to
their different destinations within South Tarawa.

By far

it is only the bus service transport that has a form of
organisation.

The service is operated by individual

private bus companies under the control of two urban
councils.

They are duly licenced and inspected for road

worthiness.

And they are provided with a time schedule to

ensure they meet the demand of a working population in
South Tarawa.

But it has not yet been organised as a

supporting facility for the shipping,i.e.to something
similar to a '

landbridge' as applied in the developed

countries.
The common practice is for individual consignees in
South Tarawa to collect their cargoes in port or dispatch
them.

There is no door to door or combined transport

delivery.

However Government has an organised public

transport,

serving Government requirement only.

The

system is under the charge of the Plant and Vehicle Unit,
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a self financing body under the Ministry of Works and
Energy.

They own and maintain different classes of

vehicles ranging from pick-ups,vans to heavy duty trucks
and cranes.

Their services cater for mechanical repairing

and rent out vehicles for Government business.

Statistics

Division of the Ministry of Finance estimates the number
of vehicles registered in South Tarawa in 1987 to be
1,177.

And 916 for the Gilbert's outer islands.

Roads in

South Tarawa are maintained by the Public Works Department
which is also under Works and Energy.

Their services

extend to the outer islands where they provide technical
and engineering expertise to local government for road
construction,
construction.

improvement works,

causeway and seawall

Most of these developments are financed

under aid
projects.

But there is alot more required to develop

outer island roads to facilitate easy movement between
vi1lages.
However we can safely say that road transport in
urban and rural Tarawa serves as an alternative to sea
transport.

The justification or support to the claim

comes from the fact that trucks can now reach the northern
end of Tarawa from the seaport or vice versa.
years,

In the past

launches or ferries transport people from rural to

urban areas and return, but now the travelling public can
take a choice.
The national airline

of Kiribati, Air Tungaru

operates daily or weekly flights to all
Kiribati.

islands in

It also provides for international service on a

cooperative or joint venture operation.

, The

international division of the company bought a B727 and
operated it for a while in the early 1980s connecting
Gilbert Group with the Line

and

the

Phoenix and Honolulu but

the service was withdrawn in 1984.The service is reported
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in the National Weekly,

the

;Uekera'

the service would

commence again starting at the beginning of June 1989. The
domestic service is served by, two trislanders type
aircraft and a CASA.

The two trislanders can take twelve

passengers each while the CASA takes more. A summary of
passenger and cargo flow statistics is shown below to give
an idea of the utilisation of the service between the
years 1963-^1987.

Year

Total

Total

Total

outward

inward

inter-island

Total

1983

9970

9998

1851

21819

1984

10427

10583

2157

23167

1985

10700

10534

1927

1986

11008

11262

1926

1987

11661

11220

200 3

Total Special

Total Charter

1983

—

- —

—

1984

—

-

—

—

1985

784

53

23998

1986

765

370

25331

1987

1946

300

27130

Grand '

Summary of Cargo Statistics
Domestic Service ( metric tonnes )

Year

Total Outward

Total

1983

128284

148490

Inward

Total

11440
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Inter-Island

1984

152735

170443

15528

1985

143990

187613

16918

1986

162133

208024

20651

1987

169688

224723

23304

< continuation )
Year

Grand Total

Grand Total

Total

Total

special

charter

1983

288214 ■

—

1984

338706

—

1985

6011

427

354,959

1986

5101

979

396,888

1987

11603

260

429,578

In comparing

the number of passengers and cargoes

lifted by both transport modes we have the following
figures;

Year

Shipping Corporation

Air Tungaru

Passengers

Passengers

1983

7000

21000

1984

5100

23000

1985

7000

24000

1986

7000

25000

1987

8000

27000

(Note; The figures are an approximation,
interpreted by the author from data available from
Statistics Office)
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Cargo lifted by both Shipping Corporation and Air
Tungaru

Year

SCK cargo(freight tonnes)

Air Tungaru cargo
(metric tonnes)

1983

80

130

1984

120

150

1985

no

160

1986

90

170

1987

100

180

By comparison, Air Tungaru has a bigger share

in the

passenger market which used to be dominated by the
Shipping Corporation.

Passenger drift from sea to air

transport has indeed proved that people are leaning more
to air transport than that by sea.
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Chagter

3

GeograB.hi.cal. CDnstr.ai.nt5 on Trade and
ShiBBlDQ

Geggraghicai Constraints.

The Republic ot Kiribati is an archipelago -formed by
thirty three coral atolls.

Being o-f coralline -formations,

the country is -found in the natural habitat o-f these
''cal ci um-secret i ng plants and animals^", which is within
the latitudes of 35 degrees north and 32 degrees south o-f
the Equator respectively,
Groves,p.95 ).

( Ocean World Encyclopedia,

Apart from other islands, Kiribati is

situated in the central, north and south west Pacific
Ocean.

The north/south limits of its boundaries are,

Washington Island 14 degrees 43 minute, 2,050 kilometres
away from Flint 11 degrees 25 minute south in the south.
The east/west limits are, Carolline islands 150 degrees 14
minute west in the east 3,870 kilometres away from Banaba
169 degrees -32 minute east in the west

< This is

Kiribati,p.5.) .
• The coral ecology of the country has advantages and
disadvantages.

At present the disadvantages seem to out

weigh the other. And may be if the new deep sea technology
becomes a reality, the situation would be different then.
As coral atolls the islands come to inherit the following
characteristies, which are always an hindrance to
progress in trade and shipping;
a. small land area,
b. great distance between the islands.
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c. poor soi1,
d. remoteness -from main sea trading lanes,
e. small population,
•f. a developing country.
It was described in the previous chapter, the
quantity o-f products that can be produced on each island
■for consumption and the market.

And as seen there was

only a small amount le-ft -for export.

The Shipping

Corporation would not even consider a regular service
around the island to collect a tonnage that would not pay,
taking into consideration the distance and -fuel
consumption and other costs.

Consequently, it is

programming its service to the outer islands on a cargo
inducement basis.
In summation, it can be said that

all the -factors

mentioned interact with each other to create a situation
di-f-ficult -for the country to initiate a 'take of-f' stage
in its economic development, but not impossible.
Government's consistent effort to utilise internal and
external sources of materials, expertise and capital to
combine them for productive purposes is beginning to show
results.

Some examples have been indicated, i.e. the

establishment of the national fishing company, the
Telecommunications satellite earth station which now links
Kiribati to all parts of the world by telephone, telex and
facsimile services, upgrading of the international airport
to enable B767 aircraft to land, two newly built cargo and
passenger vessels and a causeway which connects the
national port to the rest of the urban towns and villages.
The following table gives an idea of the distances
between the islands in the the three groups;Bi1bert, the
Line and Phoenix.

The table for distance in nautical

miles is collated with the cargo tonnage delivered to the
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outer islands from the capital and simultaneously
collected

-from the islands including copra.

Note; Distance is nautical miles,
Cargo outbound is -from port Betio to the outer
islands,
Cargo inbound is from the outer islands to port
Betio,
Copra is a one way tra-f-fic -from outer islands
to port Betio,
The data is extracted -from the,
Marine Superintendent's 0-f-fice and the
Statistics 0-F-fice o-f the Ministry o-f Finance.
Copra t(
Cargo
Islands. Distance. Cargo
outbound ,tons.inbound,tons. inbound
n .m

TRW/Makin

121

344

55

160

TRW/BBZ

103

677

86

142

TRW/MZK

48

204

32

76

23

133

45

__

TRW/ABA
TRW/MAIN

27

98

7

7

TRW/KRA

• 79

170

24

128

TRW/ANK

96

178

41

153

TRW/ABM

82

426

61

TRW/NTI

153

442

3

384

TRW/TNT

198

397

44

399

TRW/TST

229

193

23

229

TRW/OOT

250

330

38

124

TRW/Beru

248

500

50

132

TRW/NKU

273

410

43

335

TRW/TMA

302

412

33

159

293
0*
( continuation.. )

19

120

TRW/ARE

39

Islands. Distance . Cargo,tons
n«rn ■

outbound.

Cargo tons

Copra, tons

inbound.

inbound.

TRW/PHX

958

1

TRW/CIX

1772

832

96

—

TRW/FAG

1650

92

2

—

TRW/WGT

1620

100

9

—

TRW/BNA

244

193

46

—

Total

■6428

827

2806

For a brief review of the table,
between port Betio and Kiritimati

take the distance

in the Line and Phoenix

Group. The distance is 1,772 nautical miles and the cargo
■flow is 883 tons to the island and 96 tons on the return
trip, bearing in mind that the figures are for one year.
Im,mediately one sees the difficulty there.
however, the cargoes are ac cumulated
before collection.

But the time lapse

Normally

for some time
create alot of

problems such as the shortage of imported food stuffs on
the island, the delay for some people and the increase of
cost for delays in the port, as well as the dragging
periods for outer islands deevelopment projects on
construction work.
The same geographical constraints are just equally
applicable to the situation in the international trade.
Referring

to the table, there was only 2,806 tons of

copra produced in 1987 and 4,755 tons of general cargoes
for export for the same year shown in the previous
chapter.

This tonnage is not very attractive to overseas

lines whose daily operation cost of the service is very
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expensive.

There are some main shipping lanes which

passes through the north and south Pacific, but were never
attracted to port Betio
the equipment

because of the small tonnage and

available for loading and unloading.

These

lanes are linked to bigger and well equipped ports in the
area, like Suva, Papette and Honolulu; e.g.Suva/San
Francisco, Tahiti/Sydney, Tahiti/Panama, Tahiti/Honolulu,
Auckland/Honolulu.

< The Times Atlas of the Oceans,

ed,Couper.p.146 ).

Z^.2. Port Facilities.

There are two main port of entries for the
international trade in Kiribati.

One is situated

in the

capital of Tarawa which is Port Betio and the other is on
Kiritimati island the main urban center for the Line and
Phoenix Broups. Although port Betio is the main port, the
port of Kiritimati also receives overseas ships which
bring in cargoes for the islands and collect copra on the
return voyage to overseas markets occasionally.
Port Betio is lighterage port.
services available are simple.

The facilities and

Incoming

ships are

container ships with own gears to discharge and load
containers,TEUs.

Smaller tankers call in also to

discharge their cargo of fuel and oil but are easily
accommodated than container ships.

The facilities

that

can be offered are:
a.deep channel,
b.navi gational aids ( by day >,
c.pilotage from the channel entrance to
anchoring bouys in the lagoon,
d.tug-boats and lighters,
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e.channel to dock basin,
f.sizeable quay,
g.25 ton derrick crane ( sti-ff legged ),
h.-fork lifts,
j.tractor and trailers
k.four to five cargo sheds
l.container yard,
m.fenced yard with one gate.
A full or semi-container ship on arrival is met
outside the lagoon entrance by a tug boat carrying a
pilot, who board the ship .to guide it through the main
channel into anchoring bouys area close to the port.
After completion of maneuvering

the ship is boarded by

officers from the Custom,Immigration,Health and Quarantine
authorities for clearance and documentation purposes.
Almost at the same time, discharge and loading is
organised.

Tug boats towing flat topped barges come

alongside the ship for transferring containers to the boat
harbor,

alongside the quay in the basin for 1ighter/shore

unloading.

The process will continue until work on the

cargo is completed .

Tug and barge could carry three to

four TEUs in one run full

load from ship ton shore and

return with empty containers.

The quay area is well

lighted and the ship is worked in shifts around the clock.
The only problem is the break down in the shore crane,
which can cause alot of delay for the ship if it happens.
The containers are stacked on the quay waiting for
consignees to complete documentation before they are
stripped.

Most of the consignees are big wholesalers and

retailers which companies reside in and around the sea
port.

Others are small private companies.

Thus the

containers are stripped and cargo owners collect their
orders from the port sheds using their own trucks.
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The

distribution o-f imported cargoes to the outer islands is
through these companies to their branches or agents on the
outer islands using Shipping Corporati ons’s ships -for
islands -further

away -from port Betio.

For private

trading stores in urban areas, road transport by trucks is
carried out by themselves.

The cargo distribution in the

vicinity o-f the sea port is relatively easy, since cargo
owners are within easy reach of the sea port.

Cargoes to

the islands immediately north and south of the port are
distributed by smal 1 er ships o-f SCK and two private
shipping companies.

That is more or less a brie-f over

view o-f the distribution of imported cargoes from the time
a

container

ship unloaded

them at port Betio.

It must

be remembered that container ships arrive in port Betio
once every -five weeks according to present arrangements.
The Shipping Corporation o-f Kiribati is responsible
for the coordination of the services required by the ship.
In their office an agent is available to assist for
necessities like bunkering, medical
services,supplies,telecommunications by
f acsi mi 1 e, tel ephone or tele:-: between the ship and owners
if needed.

Port Betio will remain a lighterage port for

some time for overseas container ships.

However, a

recent study by Maxwell Stamp and Associate Economic
Consultants(MSA) requested by Government, for the
modernisation of the'feeder service, connecting Kiribati
with Fiji via Tuvalu, there is a possibility that the type
of ship suggested by them would be able to go alongside
the newly completed jetty in the east mole of the Betio
harbor. The jetty was constructed primarily to accommodate
fishing vessels owned by the national fishing company to
load and unload tuna for storing and exportation.

In

their report < MSA Report 1988.p.46 ), they indicated the
jetty could provide berthing for vessels of up to or about
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5,000 tonnes displacement.
In the meantime , there

are plans to upgrade

navigational aids at port Betio.

The plan include the

provision o-f solar powered marker lights, costing $55,000
and the overhaul o-f navigation mark system at $300,000.
The plan -for Kiritimati island include the rehabi 1 itation
o-f the London whar-f costing $40,000.

3.3.Loading and unloading -facilities, outer islands.

The ports on outer islands are even more rudimentary
to the conventional port concept.

There are six islands

in the country with better anchorages than the others.
But basically the island ports are problematic both to
turn-around time -for SCK or other private shipping
companies,forwarders and receivers of cargoes on the outer
islands.

What constitute a port on the outer islands are

facilities

like boat passages and wharfs which are

usually located at local government stations where island
trade stores and copra sheds are centered.
The practice for ships coming to deliver and load
cargoes in the islands is for them to stand off from the
land at a safe distance and by the use of their own gears,
discharge the cargoes on their workboats for delivery to
shore.

The ports are only accessible by daylight.

The process is time consuming, particularly when
discharging and loading co-incided with low tides and the
prevailing westerly winds around more so in those islands
which lagoons are not sheltered.

The tides in Kiribati

are of diurnal nature with neap and spring tides.

The

best tide for discharging and loading is the spring tide
when the process can be done fast .

Further more the

islands are fringed by reefs on both, the usually
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sheltered leeward ( lagoon ) and windward

( ocean ) sides.

And coral outcrops are always a danger to ships coming
very close to the -fringing ree-fs o-ff-shore and to
workboats landing and collecting cargoes.

Local knowledge

D-f the island waters has always been help-ful to assist

modern equipments on ships.
These days ,ree-f passages have been cut through the
ree-fs on some
easy to shore.

island ports to make entry o-f workboats
The passages,however are subjected to ree-f

mud and coral deposition and re-dredging is required every
now and then to keep them usable.
When the cargoes are landed, the connecting land
transport is another problematic area including manual
labor cargo handling.

The majority o-f the islands enclose

or have lagoons and small islets cut up by sea passages
connecting the lagoon to the ocean side.

Each island has

a limited land area in the -form o-f long thin strips which
in some parte can be limited to a width of few metres and
in some places could be kilometres wide.

Normally

villages are found on continuous land areas undisturbed by
sea passages, but there are also people or villages living
in very isolated islets separated from the main island.
Government's programme of causeway construction have
improved land communication in this respect connecting
these small islets to the main island.

In some islands

the distance between the main island to these islets are
so great that access to them is either by local
canoes,sai1ing boats or modern powered boats only.
Consequently when it comes to the business of cargo
distribution on each islands and in the absence of an
organised land transport company,a problem is there to
overcome.

Normally a co-operative main trading store on

the island owns trucks and speed boats but not all of them
do possess these transportation facilities.
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In the

islands where they are available, cargoes reach the
villages by these means.
and individuals

Smaller private trading stores

collect their’ cargoes in port by their

own means o-f transport.

They could be bi cycl es, motor

cycles,outrigger canoes, sai1ing-boats.

The island

councils may assist in cargo distribution through the hire
o-f either their tractor and trailers or trucks.

The

clearing o-f inter-island cargo ships is di-f-ficult and will
remain so unless the Council and Central Government take
the initiative to consider all aspects o-f port development
on the outer islands.The recommendation part o-f the topic
will suggest some ways o-f -getting these -facilities updated
and the bene-fits -forth-coming

if they are ■ developed .

But there is no doubt about the inhibiting factors created
by the coral environment which have much bearing on the
economic development which includes trade and shipping for
that matter.
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Chapter.4.

State of the Shipping Industry.

4.1.The Fleet.

The total supply of shipping tonnage owned by the
Shipping Corporation of Kiribati is 1,685 gross registered
tonnage. Out of this,

561 grt, would be either scraped or

go for tender on the market pending Government decision.
The tonnage in question is for M .’V. Moanaraoi which has
passed its economic life and shipping consultants,

the

Maxwell Stamp Associates in their 1988 Report connected
with the modernisation of the Feeder Service of the
Pacific Forum Line which Kiribati

is a share holder,and

which through SCK operates the service on the
Tarawa/Funafuti/Suva route,

they seem to be in favor of

replacing the vessel. Their recommendations however,

is

not part of the domestic fleet of SCK but would have an
effect in the long term on SCK present fleet composition.
Because in fact they had suggested in the same report that
Kiribati could either opt for a fully containerised or
semi-containerised ships for the feeder service in which
Kiribati would be a share holder. And if the Government on
behalf of SCK choose either one or the other of the ships,
SCK shipping tonnage would still increase.

In providing the general characteristics of the
present existing fleet tonnage of SCK,

therefore it is

useful for reference to include also details of the two
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recommended types of ships. But bearing in mind that their
tonnage, especially the ’Forum Box’ would entirely be on
charter to Pacific Forum Line.*

The other vessel

alternatively recommended,M.V.Moanaraoi

11 would be

engaged partly in the inter-island trade apart from its
commitment to PFL Feeder Service.
The following data provide some details of SCK fleet.

Vessel. Vessel.

Main
Characteristics.

Vessel. Vessel. Vessel

11

Net ton

^29

143

143

49

43

DWT

561

‘361

3<S 1

450

524

78

92

60m

42.5m

42.5m

23.2m

23.2m

Breadth

9.7m

9.60m

9.60m

6.1m

6.1m

Depth

4.5m

4. Om

4. Om

1.4m

1 .4m

9. Ok t s

1 Ikts

6k ts

6k ts

GRT
Length

Speed

Ill

V

1

IV

Propul si on

450bhp

750ps

650ps

21 w

2*104tahp

Registrati on

SUV.

TRW.

TRW.

TRW.

TRW.

Signal1etters

3DNT

T3S33

TA32001

ZITO

Cl ass

DII

DI I

DI I

Cl

CII/BU

Owners

SCK

SCK

SCK

SCK

SCK

Key;

Vessel

1

M.V.Moanaraoi. Vessel

Vessel

III - Mataburo

II - Momi

Vessel

Vessel V-Tituabine

IV -Nimanoa
■

The Moanaraoi was built in Humburg by
J.J.Si etas,1958.
Momi in Japan by Yokohamar Shipyard Co. Ltd, 1982.
Mataburo in Japan by Yokohamar Yacht.K.K.1984.
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Nimanoa in Tarawa,

1978.

Tituabine in New Zealand by A.B.Price Ltd.

1973.

( Source; MSA Report, 1988, Append!

, 0 and

P,pp.l )
Details o-f those two ships recommended as mentioned
are as -follows;

Characteristics.

Forum Box.

Moanaraoi

DWT

3,000 tonne 1,750 tonne
62

170

TEU

II.

Length Dveral1

87. Om

74. Om

LPP

81 . Om

69. Om

Breadth

16. Om

14.5m

Depth

9. Om

6. Om

Speed

11 .5kts

11.5kts

Cl ass

100 AI

lOOAI

Propul si on

3250BHP

650BHP

Registrati on

Kiribati

Kiribati.

( TO BE LLOYDS REG

( Source; MSA . Report,1988. Appendix O’and P,pp.l>
SCK -fleet operates a break bulk service to the outer
islands o-f Kiribati including the Line and Phoenix Group.
The latter group o-f islands occasionally get the service
on charter.

The two landing cra-fts,Nimanoa and Tituabine

because o-f their sizes and by regulation serve the needs
of the islands close to Tarawa.

The bigger ships, Momi

arid Mataburo serve islands further away from Tarawa.The
Moanaraoi is mostly employed on charter by the Pacific
Forum Line, but it is also partly engaged in inter-island
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carriage o-f cargo and passengers and at times the Momi and
liataburo could be chartered also -for the -feeder service to
relieve the Moanaraoi,

In 1987. Moanaraoi did 200 charter

days,53 domestic days in Kiribati and 24 domestic days -for
the Line and Phoenix Groups.

Momi recorded -for the same

year 23 PFL days, 143 domestic days in Kiribati and 31
days -for the Line and Phoenix. Mataburo had 44 PFL charter
days, 83 domestic days in Kiribati and 91 domestic days
■for the Line and Phoenix, (MSA Report, 1988. Appendi x F.p.3)

4.2.Organisation o-f Shipping.

There are many and varied ways of organising shipping
as a company. It can be organised on the basis of
operations for example, liner,tramp or tanker,ownership by
private companies or the public.

The present form of

organisation of the Shipping Corporation of Kiribati is
based on Statutory Provisions.

That is SCK is a

Corporation established under the laws of Kiribati and
Government has influence in SCK. Initially, Government
subsidised SCK but has withdrawn the benefit.
However, for a long time the SCK has assumed a
company formation, formulating its own budget,self
accounting,generating own revenue to meet its expenses.
It has own organisational structure, like any other
shipping company.

Thus the Shipping Corporation has the

foilowing;
a, Board of Directors which membership comprises
of a senior Government Officer usually a Secretary to
Government Ministry as chairman and others from Government
Corporations and private interestsb, SCK Management formed by the General
Manager,Operations and port managers, financial

control1er,personnel officer and technical staff at top
positions followed by accounting and office clerks and
laborers down the scale of ranking on the shore staff.At
shipboard management level,there are five vessels having
their individual own arrangements conventionally organised
in traditional shipping style of groupings as,
master,first mate,bosun,and sailors; Chief engineer,second
engineer and greasers; the chief cook and
stewards(Managing Ships,Downard.p122). This is the general
way the writer views SCK organisation of its staff.

It is

important to bear in mind the Board of Directors is not
part of the organisation except in its capacity as a
checking instrument appointed by the Minister of Transport
and Communications according to the regulation to see and
report the affairs of SCK that they are being handled in a
proper manner and according to the rules particularly with
respect to its economic viability.

The SCK has its own

flow chart whereby positional ranks in the company are
described in detail than what is given above.The Ministry
of Transport and Communications is connected to SCK as a
kind of superstructure but only in matters of policy and
directions having important bearing on the country as a
whole.

The role of the Ministry associated with SCK would

be looked at more closely in the next chapter on shipping
policy.

4.3. Freight Rates
In general or ideally freight rates should be able to
meet total operating expenditures and repayment of
invested or borrowed money at a sound rate of return,
looking at it from the producer of the shipping
service(Practice of Professional Shipping Business.p.11).
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But actual -freight rates are decided in the market, i.e.
by the -forces of supply and demand o-f cargo and transport
available in the market. Shipowners, charterers, brokers
or agents are the major actors in this business, which
involves al ot o-f skill and knowledge of both the shipping
and freight market.

Both the shipowner and the charterer

or merchant wishing to transport large amount of cargo
tend to bid for a competitive price in such a way that the
producer and the user of the service would get good price
and eventual profit from the trade or service.

And in

developed countries as well as in few developing countries
there is a market for shipping services and freight.

The

shipping tonnage is highly specialised and varied
corresponding to the freight market.e.g.tankers for
various chemicals, oil and hazardous goods, dry bulk, car
carriers, coal and iron ore, log carriers, roll on roll
off etc.

In brief there are alot of shipowners and

charterers or merchants for the market as well as cargoes
to be transported. And this situation in turn give rise to
different trading mechanisms like time chartering, voyage,
demise, tramping and liner services to facilitate these
varying facets of the market.
For a small country like Kiribati which produce
copra,fish and marine products for export and import
mainly food and which sole carrier in domestic sea
transport is the Shipping Corporation of Kiribati: the
situation would be expectedly very simple.

Let me

reiterate the fact that the country has a small import and
export tonnage for internal
distribution.

and international

The main exporter or shipper for copra is

the Copra Co-operative Society, which buys copra from
individual copra producers on the island and sell them to
overseas markets.

The main importer of goods is the

Kiribati Co-operative Wholesale Society plus other smaller

companies which total cargo tonnage have always been a
constant problem -for overseas carriers, e.g. the K-Asia
Pacific of Australia and the Bali-hai of Japan.

Another

carrier which Kiribati is a partner in is the Pacific
Forum Line Feeder Service, operating only to Suva and
return to Tarawa via Funafuti in Tuvalu.
In the light of all these problems, freight rates and
port tariffs cannot be that much competitive, particularly
on the international trade which can only be set by
overseas carriers on a take it or leave it basis.
Government find it necessary to talk with these overseas
lines to strike a good compromise between them and
Kiribati inorder to get a reasonable rate for the
international cargo.
And since SCK incorporates port activities, it is
also responsible for setting port tariffs in addition to
freight rates.

The existing structure of port tariffs

foilows:
General cargo.
Stevedoring
local ships ------

$8.50 per c.metre/ton

overseas ships----$10.00

’ ’

’

Handling containers.
ship/shore/ship ------ $135.50 per TEU
Shifting containers
aboard ship------ $68.00 per TEU
hold cleaning ----$3.00 per hour per person
Charge against consignee/consignor
wharfage------- $11.00 cubic metre/tonne
lighterage ------ $2.00
storage reefer ---- $2.50 pkg per day
?9

other cargoes ---- $2.00per c.m/tonne/day

’’

special cargo------ $2.50 ’’

storage transshipment------- $2.00

Bulk fuel
Charge against master and owners
refueling ships by 500gl tank-:-- $12.50 per SOOgls.

Water
well water --- $4.50 per 200 gallons.
rain water----$4.50

’

’’’

’’’

minimum charge----- $2.00.

Vehicles
Charges against consignee/consignor,
lighterage, cars, utilities,
boats (< 20)-----$7.50 each
trucks,tractors,rol1ers — $14.00 each
bul1 dozers/graders,buses----$18.00
Note; charge be more including wharfage

Agency fee.
Overseas ships.
Commission on;
total inward cargo freight----2.57.
total outward

’'

’

----- 57.

total outward copra------ 27.

Overseas ships carrying no freight------ $345.00 per
cal 1 .
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Hire charges
Tug Teraoi (mi ni mum charge/hr)---------- $27.50 per h
Tugs

=■ ’

=• ’--------- $17.50

Tug with barge ’ ’
Barge

”

Water pump

’ '

Crane

' ’

Trucks
Tractors

’ '

’’

’ ’---------- $60.50

”
’’
”

----------- $4.50

’

' ----------- $2.50

’

•”------------$38.50

’ =■

---------- $18.5

”

’ ----------- $9.00

Tractor/trai ler ’ ’
Fork lift

”

’

'’

”
’’

’ ’ ----------- $10.00 ’
'------------ $11.00 ■ ■ ’

Tarpaul i n (mi ni mum charge 1 night)-------- $23'. 00.
81 i ngs-wi re (mi ni mum charge 1 hr)--------- $1.50
Slings-rope(
Pallets

)--------- $0.50
”

Four hooks/drum hooks
Car nets

" •'’

Car spreaders

''

=• ’

=• =■------------- $2.00

'’
’'

------------ $1.50
’ ----------- $3.00
------------ $2.50

Shackle to 2.5 ton SWL

----------- $1.50

Shackle 2.5 ton SWL and above ' ’ ----------- $2.00

Outer island ports---------- $4 for discharging
general cargo and loading copra at high tides and $6 at
low tides.
Freight rates between the islands.
North

Central

South

1/1/82-1/6/88

$75

$70

$85

1/6/88-?

$80

$75

$90

SCK Statistics )

( Source;

And the -following are the rates for the Pacific Forum
Line, K-Asia Pacific and the B'ali-hai from Japan;

Kiribati

PFL(Suv)

KAP(Aust)

$78 t/c.m. $11Oc . m

General

Bali-hai(Japan).
$182c.m

$120t

$200t

$169c.m

$295c.m

$22Ic.m

$326c.m

$149c.m

$249c.m

$162t

$275t

$99t

$132c,m

chilled/
ref/meat

$117t/c.m

has ard/
$156t/c . m

uous

cement

$69t/c.m

sugar

$73t/c.m

$146t

$73t/c.m

rice

$107t

$112c.m
$124t

$73t/c.m

f 1 our

$119t

$578 each

MT'S
FCL rebate
USD6/ton

( Source; MSA Report 1988 Appendix S.p.l.
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4.4.Training.
The -fleet sta-f-F training requirement o-f SCK is
projected through the Manpower Planning Committee endorsed
by the Ministry o-f Transport and Communi cat i ons.

Short

training courses or on the job training are processed by
the Training Division o-f the Ot-fice o-f the President,
a-fter having been approved by SCK Personnel Section,
endorsed by the Ministry.

The same process is true -for

long post training courses of up

to two years or more.

The SCK put up their nominations which goes through the
Ministry tor sighting and checking, then presented trom
there to the Office of the President for final processing
.

Funds for these training usually come as aids from

foreign donors requested by Government.

In other cases

the SCK could send their own staff for training on short
courses normally at their own expense.
Another avenue for their training requirements come
from the Ministry of Education.

This is where

scholarships are awarded to promising young students, new
output of High Schools who choose sea faring for their
career.

It is a practice for these young people to start

training in the Marine Training Center before embarking on
long courses overseas to become navigators, engineers or
officers at sea.

In passing, let me mention that the

Marine Training Center is a maritime school for ratings
established in the mid 1960s through Governments
initiatives with West Germany made possible by the South
Pacific Marine Services a German consortia.

At present

the school has updated courses offered in all its
departments, e.g. deck,

engineering and catering, inorder

to meet the present demand of modern shipping in Europe.
A higher standard is set for new entrants. Graduates from
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MTC are employed on overseas shipping companies which
•forms SPMS.

These companies are based in North Western

Europe in particular

the Federal Republic o-f West

Germany.
The Shipping Corporation receives spme benefits from
the MTC in terms of seamen graduated from the school and
after serving a number of contracts with overseas shipping
lines decides to stay home and look for jobs with SCK or
the National Fishing Company.
On the whole SCK and the Ministry are in close co
operation on the subject of providing
SCK.

future manpower for

For the 1987-1991 planning period^ a sum of $1.2m

was estimated to cover training for engineers and cadet
officers.
4.5.Supporting Facilities.
The major shipping interest -or carrier in Kiribati
is SCK.

Two others are the Ferns Shipping Company owning

one vessel with a tonnage of less than SOOdwt and the
Compass Rose owning a similar type of ship.

The SCK

partly operates on international routes to neighboring
countries like Tuvalu, the Marshal 1

Islands and Fiji.

Although at present the country is on initial stages of
forming and operating on joint

venture, a new Shipping

Company, the Kiribati Overseas Shipping Line.

Its future

still remains a subject for consideration.
As has been mentioned in previous chapters, Kiribati
lacks what one may call, the natural environment
attractive for the development of large scale shipping
companies.

That is from the outset, it lacks the natural

resources that can be extracted raw and processed into
secondary goods for internal as well as international
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trade.

The land area is not amassed but naturally

dispersed in the -form o-f individual islands distributed
■far from each other and further more each of these islands
contain minimal

land areas which ranges from 4.73 to

388.39 square ki1ometres,the smallest to the biggest(This
is Kiribati,pp.40,51.).

The population of the whole

country is small, above the 60,000 mark, the majority of
which live

on the scattered islands with only

20,000 of them live in four urban areas.

about

Thus naturally

the size of the economy is small.
These factors combined makes it difficult for
shipping entrepreneurs inside and outside Kiribati to be
attracted or even initiating an expensive business as
shipping in terms of speculating for possible potential
markets.

This being the case in brief and generally, I

can now embark on the topic of this sub-chapter to explain
what sort of supporting facilities there is to compliment
shipping activities, domestically and international1y.
The supporting facilities available to BCK are
basically similar to the needs of other shipping companies
in developed and developing countries except in
size,magnitude and kind.

The company provides for its own

faci1ities,e.g. its own Administration,managerial at
senior and lower levels. Accounting and Technical units,
Operations, Personnel,Stevedoring including dock and ship
side with lifting and carting equipments and machineries.
An agent for overseas lines which services Kiribati is
also available.

This agent coordinate all necessary

services required by visiting commercial ships, e.g.
food,1aundry,medical,communication,bunkering,banking
requirements.
these ships

The agent liase with officers on board
when they arrive in Port Betio.

He is also

responsible for forwarding purposes and vice versa from
local sellers intending to sell their goods to overseas
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destinations i.e. -for ship documentation. Facilities tor
berthing

does not pose any major problem since the single

international sea port is a lighterage one.

However,a

sizeable jetty tor berthing the National Fishing Company
tishing vessels, including a mother ship can now be used
tor berthing but with the most precise navigation and
maneuvering possible, tor overseas ships it they want to
use it.

The jetty can accommodate SCK ships without any

problem.
The Ministry tor Transport provides tor satety
measures.

The Marine Superintendent who is the Head ot

the Marine Division which is under the Ministry and by
regulation provides tor ship and seamen registration,
navigational aids,search and rescue, pilotage,
certitication

among other things.

Some ot his duties

however could be shared with senior statt in SCK,the
Marine Training Center and the Secretary tor Transport and
Communications.

Two particular examples are that ot Duty

Search Master and Pilotage. The tormer responsibility
could be rotated between those personnel mentioned whilst
the latter

could be shared between himselt and skippers

trom SCK themselves tormer sea captains now working ashore
tor SCK.
Support trom the Ministry ot Finance and Foreign
Attairs are given by the Customs and Immigration Divisions
respectively tor ships arriving trom overseas including
SCK ships on charter trom the PFL.
Ship repairing is done by the Shipyard which is
Government controlled having its own Management Board and
selt tinancing.

Until now the present shipyard cannot

otter dry docking nor tloating services to repair big
ships.

Thus the three bigger ships ot SCK have to travel

to Suva in Fiji tor annual overhaul.

At the time ot

writing , construction ot additional tacilities are
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underway inorder -for the shipyard to be able to
accommodate -for repair bigger ships.
Transport and ware-housing companies do not exist in
Kiribati as yet either in the international seaport or
other ports.

Land transport which is by road only, there

being no rail or canals or waterways except the lagoons,
is provided by individual buyers and sellers wanting to
forward their cargo for overseas or internally.

The

length of the road in the urban center of South Tarawa,
the number of forwarders or shippers and the volume of
cargo for export and import both domestic and overseas,
does not justify the establishment of an economically
viable transport and ware-housing company or companies.
It is only the domestic and international movement of
copra that needs a good internal sea transport system
which can also benefit other goods. And on each island
where this commodity i's produced the road system does not
need a continuous trucking network since copra production
is not based on plantation type production except on
Kiritimati island.

Copra in Kiribati is produced by

individual household which looks after its own transport
to selling centres.
The Bank of Kiribati which has a branch situated at
Port Betio handles overseas as well as local transactions
all working days except Saturdays and Sundays.
the

And with

introduction of computer,tel ex and facsimile, the

Bank is not left behind in this state of the art.
In this chapter, it could be seen that SCK fleet has
an operational capacity of five ships.

One of which is

time chartered to Pacific Forum Line but could serve
partly in the domestic trade.

It is a Statutory

Corporation, self financing, with some element of
Government control

through the Ministry of Transport and

Communications. Its customers come from a varied cross
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section of small private businesses, Government
Ministries, Public and private companies engaged in moving
cargo and people mostly internally.

And that SCK provides

for its own supporting facilities apart from those outside
its own capability.
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Chaeter 5

N§ti9D:§i P°ii9Y -9D ShiBBiDQ
5.1.Role o-f the Ministry tor Transport
SQd Q9!D!I!tlQl9®tl9Q5
The Ministry -for Transport and Communications
represent Governments involvement in shipping both direct
and indirect, as dictated or governed by the existing laws
o-f Kiribati under, the Shipping, Merchant Shipping,
Shi ppi ng (Certi-f i cati on of Seamen) Acts,

( Laws o-f the

Gilbert Islands,1977) and other related Regulations.

In

the case of air transport,‘it is the Civil Aviation Act.
However, and in my opinion it'is within the legal framework
of the law governing shipping and all its aspects that
forms the direct link between Government and the Shipping
Corporation of Kiribati and for which the Ministry of
Transport and Communications has a role to participate in
varying ways and degrees.

The National Development Plan

1987-1991 expressly stated that the Ministry " has prime
responsibility for air and sea transport through the
Shipping Corporation and Air Tungaru"(NDP 1987-1991).
Other Government Ministries play a supportive role in
providing

funds , materials and expertise for reef

passages,causeway construction and road maintenance on the
outer islands.

In the past years the Ministry had also been

directly involved in fiscal terms by subsidising

SCK which

benefit was withdrawn in view of Government ■’s
rationalisation of its own budget.
Governments whether in Kiribati or other countries
would never be entirely separated with shipping
activities,either commercial,Government owned,Off-shore or
military, though the relationship may vary in their
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proximity.

For example,in a Government owned shipping a

more direct and close link is expected.

Chrzanowsky

exemplified this relationship in his definition for
shipping policy which says;"...a totality of economic,1egal
and administrative measures by which the state influences
the position of its national fleet.
Chrzanowsky,Fairplay p.ll2).

It can be said in another

word that in the beginning there is Government and from
there the order of divisions starts e.g.
Shipping,Aviation,Farming, etc..Having tried to identify a
track connecting Government to Shipping and in this case
the Ministry of Transport and Communications to the
Shipping Corporation Kiribati;

let me locate some areas in

which in my opinion the Ministry has a role to play in the
overall running of SCK.

Principally, the Ministry is

involved in high level decision making such as policy
making. This policy or set of policies are concerned with
economic,social,political,1egal and management aspects of
shipping.

If all of these aspects are compared , the

economic,1egal and management aspects stand out most.
it is

And

the principal theme of this chapter to try and look

at these aspects connecting the Ministry and SCK.
One of the main objectives of Government in shipping
is "...to ensure that desired services are provided
reliably and at least cost. Where we do not have the
resources to provide services(in particular on
international routes), other operators will be encouraged
to provide these services...".Even before the inception of
the policy in the present Sixth National Development
PI an,prelimi nary planning were already ahead in the
Ministry.

And which results have eventuated.

One example

is in the joint venture cooperation between Kiribati and
the Pacific Forum Line, a

Shipping Conference for Island

States of the South Pacific, members of the South Pacific
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Forum including Australia and New Zealand.

The Ministry

initiates moves necessary to secure terms and conditions o-f
the joint venture and through its Secretary it becomes the
chie-f negoti ator ,assi sted by technical experts either -from
internal sources it they are available on matters such as
technical,financial and legal mostly
connections. The signing part

or from overseas

of the agreement when

finally secured usually is also done by the Secretary
depending on the level the agreement is concluded.
.

When talking about legal aspects of shipping, I

refer

mainly to Kiribati's legislation and the International
Conventions adopted by the International Maritime
Organisation.

Kiribati inherited a legal system left over

by Great Britain during the period of Colonisation.

And

in that system provisions exist for governing the laws and
regulations for shipping.

But of particular

interest,relating to the role of the Ministry is that which
concerns Safety.

The Ministry's role in this aspect is

carried out by the Marine Division in the person of the
Marine Superintendent as head of the Division and his
staff.

His Office is responsible for ship and seamen

registrati on,ship inspection for sea worthiness and other
necessary aspects of safety measures. He is ultimately
responsible for Safety Administration of Shipping
activities in the country.

And part of this

responsibility is for him to see that whatever Conventions
ratified by Kiribati or a party to has to be complied with
Another example where the Ministry has a role to play
in the Shipping Corporation is in respect of the
appointment

of the Board of Directors. The Board is

appointed to convene a meeting from time to time inorder to
review in particular the financial and economic viability
of SCK. And to submit the result of its meeting to the
Minister for information and review purposes at Cabinet
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meetings.

The appointment o-f the Board o-f Directors and

its composition is provided under existing laws o-f
Kiribati. The members come -from Bovernment, private
interest and Statutory Bodies. The chairman however, as a
practice is a senior Bovernment o-f-ficer.
There are many other ways the Ministry of Transport
and Communications

is indirectly attached to SCK. Those

mentioned were among others.

Capitulating on these points

once again; they are the trade and economic relations role
of the Ministry expressed in

the following Bovernment’s

policy "...that desired services are provided reliably and
at 1 east cost ".
The Ministry's role in the Safety
Administration of Shipping as carried out by the Marine
Superintendent. And the appointment of the Board of
Directors to supervise,review and put some control on the
activities of SCK where necessary and to report to the
Ministry of Transport for review at a higher level which is
in Cabinet.
10.^ obj.ecti_yes_._
I mentioned in the previous sub-chapter one of
Bovernment"s policy on shipping only to serve the purpose
of describing the Ministry of Transport and Communications
role in SCK. However,before proceeding to state what
is given as the Bovernment of Kiribati's policy on shipping
it is essential in my opinion to refer to other
international experience and wisdom to see why has there to
be such policies.

Chrzanowski presented the model of

liberal and protectionism in shipping pol i ci es(Chrzanowski ,
An Introduction to Shipping Economics,pp.113,116). The
liberal policy represent an attitude of

"unlimited right

of a free choice of a carrier to carry foreign or domestic
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cargo and passengers".

The policy of protectionism

represent Government’s intervention in its shipping policy
with the objective

of protecting its own merchant

shipping from stronger merchant shipping of more developed
maritime countries.

That is inorder to give time for the

growing home merchant fleet to fully develop before outside
forces are allowed entry into the country.

Chrzanowski

further deliberated on the objectives of national shipping
policy as
a.for defence purposes.
b.for the carriage of trade.

c.for national prestige.
d. to make existing merchant marine well
established.
e. for trade and communication within and with
other

countries.
f. for employment purposes in particular for

nationals of the country.
g. for the improvement of the quality and
competitiveness of the national fleet.
(Chrzanowski,An Introduction to Shipping
Economics.p.116).
I am not presenting Chrzanowski ■'s work to become a
model for my topic rather to draw some comparisons to what
is already existing

in Kiribati in terms of shipping

policies.
The Sixth National Development Plan for Kiribati
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19S7-

1991 gives the -following

as national policies on

shipping;
1. "The major objectives are ,to ensure that
desired services are provided reliably and at least cost.
Where we do not have the resources to provide services (in
particular on international routes) other operators will be
encouraged to provide these services."
2."Government does not want to explicitly
subsidise transport services..... the emphasis will be
placed on securing reliable services at least cost."
3. "Government will consider ways o-f improving the
reliability of overseas shipping, particularly that
connected with the supply o-f consumer items and general
-foodstu-f-fs...... We will also reassesses the role of SCK
particularly in its e-f-fectiveness in ;
-serving the Line and Phoenix Group.
-participating in the Paci-fic Forum Line -feeder
service and the -future o-f M.V.Moanaraoi rep 1 acement" .
4. "We recognise and support the important role o-f
F'FL and its -feeder service

from Suva through Funa-futi and

Tarawa.(MSA.Report 1988.p.39).
These are the policies -formulated in connection with
the overall economic development o-f Kiribati where shipping
has a vital role to play.

It can be seen clearly that the

policies centered mostly on the need -for sea transport to
necessitate a -flow o-f supply o-f materials,but always
conscious o-f the cost aspect o-f the service.

And the third

aspect is that o-f the international part of the service
where there is a mention o-f the PFL and other operators.
Re-ferring back to the cargo analysis part o-f this
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paper,I gave an example of the tonnage of cargo and
passenger handled in the domestic sea transport net work as
well as on the international trading.

And one can see

clearly how small are the tonnage for internal and external
distribution.

The economy at present does not seem

to

demand a large shipping enterprise for transport purposes.
There is a need for shipping to facilitate economic
development but when the economic resource base is limited
to the production

and export of copra,it would be unwise

to double the size of the existing fleet of SCK.Further •
more the National Fishing Company has its own

fishing

fleet inorder to combine the services to SCK to ensure
continuous employment for its ships.But this is another
topic. And the present feeder service of PFL plus other
services from Australia and Japan seem to be sufficient for
present levels of shipping demands.

The domestic demand

for sea transport seems to be well catered for .

And thus

the existing policies seem to be adequate,but need alot of
improvement.
Such improvements could be related to more well
defined and clear cut shipping policies vis-a-vis the
country’s trading policies and self reliance on shipping
capability for emergency purposes.

One of the consistent

theme in the set of policies given is the cost effect
factor.

This is a valid point to bear in mind,but the?

world of shipping

is always

subjected to changes

according to the world freight

markets and one should be

prepared to meet those ever changing circumstances in world
trade

patterns irrespective of costs.

So a

clear policy

in this direction should be looked at more closely to
facilitate for the crunch when it appears. And this is the
reason for introducing

the sub—chapter with Chrzanowski’s

point on shipping policies where he gave very clear cut
examples of policies,goals and objectives.
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But the present

shipping policies in Kiribati are not as clear,

5i3iImpl.emeQtati.Dn of EeLl^ieSi
SCK exist as a tool for implementation of shipping
policies discussed

earlier.

the Laws of Kiribati,creating

Its legal root originates in
SCK a Statutory Corporation.

That is by the Legislative Authority or Par1iament(Si 1mer,
The

Law Dictionary .p.309).

Thus SCK has a different form

of organisation under a separate legal entity as a
corporate body which enjoys certain rights such as own and
transfer properties,can enter into contracts,can sue and be
sued in court.
major

However,for major policies concerning

political,social,economic and legal importance to

the country,SCK can be said to be still subservient to
these policies or decisions given or decided by the
Ministry.

SCK has its own management and administrative

set up which decides on day to day running of the
company.e.e.

operational, financial,technical and

personnel matters which are necessary for daily
functioning.e.g, internal decisions by the general manager
assisted by his senior staff.

It is only on policy

formulation and implementation that the
taken at Ministerial levels.

decisions are

And in policy making and

implementation, there are always parties to it which play
different roles ,be it inter-governmental,inter-ministry or
departmental.
For this purpose I will briefly discuss policy
formulation and implementation involving more than two
actors or parties.

And to start with,let me in general

mention some aspects of the process.

Most basic policy

decisions are formally made by elected
officials.e.g.administrative decisions.( Gortner,
Organisation Theory,p.244.

).

These policies are about
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programmes which can have a significant and lasting effect
on public policy.

Four different ideas

were put forward

by the same author and his colleague and these ideas
fol1ow;

1.Rational
2.Incremental.
3.Aggregative.

4.Garbage can.
(Gortner,Organisation Theory.p246)
The one that suit my purpose is that of incrementalism
which is a decision making process taken in small steps
persistent to the status quo or the state of things as they
are

and which is more practical involving a number of

decision makers.
Relating these principles of policy decision making to
the experience of the Ministry taking 9CK as an example one
can see some similarities there in connection with what has
been mentioned above.

One example can be extracted from

Government’s continuous interest in the PFL. That is one of
SCK ship M.V.Moanaraoi has passed its economic life and
should be sold.

The decision for this act and for looking

for a replacement rests with Government and the Ministry
for Transport and Communications plays the central
role,with other Government Ministries playing supporting
roles.The initial step to get replacement has been taken
and a consultancy,experts in shipping matters have been
invited and have completed a report on the project.

Now it

is up to Government to decide.on the alternative ships
suggested by these experts.When the decision is taken by
Cabinet to get replacement then another set of decisions
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would have to be taken again which would concern with
actual acquisition and -for which many more people will get
involved.

For example acquisition will call tor technical

experts not only in shipping but shipping related matters,
e.g.insurance,financing etc.Acquisition say for new
building would need the following process;

1.The contract.
2.Letters of intent.

3.Building supervision.

4. Plans.
5.Hull number.

6.Launching.
7.Trials and delivery.
B.Technicalities.
9.Insurance, etc.....
< Packard,Sale and Purchase.pp.37-44 )
Dr if Cabinet decides to opt for second hand tonnage a
different process from those above is yet required. Thus
making decision involve alot of interested parties.
Implementation is what is happening after a policy
decision is made( Straussman,Public Administrati on.p267 ).
This is the process of transforming policy into action
which is also demonstrated above.

Thus returning to the

incremental principle which example is given and relating
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it to the acquisition process o-f replacing M.V.Moanaraoi
one is not -far from the idea o-f using i ncremental i sm type
decision making.

Implementation o-f the policy comes with

eventual acquisition when what has been
•f ormul ated,discussed ,negotiated • and bargained -for become a
reality in the -form o-f a new ship.

This is only a brie-f

and general example o-f the implementation o-f policies which
cannot start without these policies being formulated first.
By pre-empting my recommendation in the next chapter
on the creation of outer islands shipping network system;
the implementation part of that proposal would be as
follows; That the national as well as local government
legislations if they are non existing at present should be
passed inorder to facilitate the administrative
decentralisation of these responsibilities to the selected
sites for additional outer island ports. Retired sea
captains with proper qualifications and experience should
be employed in these ports. They would be incharge of
shipping rules, e.g. technical, safety and pollution
matters. They would be under the jurisdiction of the Marine
Superintendent at the main port.

Chagter

6j^

Bl£ommendatigns^■
The problems -for domestic sea transport in Kiribati
can be said to have a very close link with problems in the
•following areas;
The size o-f the economy.
The state

of shipping development.

The natural

And these were the main

location of Kiribati.

component of the

thesis,implied.Taking each factors separately,the economy
in this case represents the production and distribution of
goods and services,not only within Kiribati but including
international trade. Repeating what had been discussed and
concentrating on what could be moved in the domestic sea
service referring to the 1989 estimate of cargo flow
data,there would be around 1,600 tons of cargo moved from
the international sea port to Northern Kiribati,1,000 tons
to Central and 3,400 tons to the South.
tons.

A total of 6,000

This is export cargo on transit in Port Betio.

Passengers moved in 1987 totalled 4,004. The international
imported cargo for the years 1983-1987 were approximately;

1983---30149 tons
1984-- 29210

"

1985-- 25194

"

1986---37671 tons
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1987 ---35001

"

The total export tonnage -for the same length o-f period
were;
1983---6269 tons
1984---10458

■■

1985-- 9008
1986-- 3838
1987-- 4755
And copra export in that period too were;

1983-- 5855 tons
1984-- 10189 "
1985-- 8657

"

1986-- 3490

"

1987-- 3898

"

The geographical origins and destinations -for export and
import varied including,Japan,Australia,New
Zealand,Fiji,Marshall

Islands and EEC.Overseas carriers

are mainly the Japanese Bali—hai and K—Asia Pacific and
Warner Pacific Line.
The economy produced copra as the main export plus
other locally produced commodities for internal
distribution and consumption. There are no other raw
materials or processed products of viable marketable value
apart from fish and marine products to raise cargo tonnage
to a level promising to sea transport.Likewise the demand
for foreign goods capital or other materials is small
correspond!ng to the need of a small population,about
40,000 in rural areas and more than 20,000 in four main
urban centres. In summing up,there is no doubt that the
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present economic potential of the country in terms of
goods and services produced and consequent1y,trade,import
and export are relatively small. Therefore the size of the
shipping service must be tailored accordingly.
Shipping in Kiribati has never been a professional or
traditional occupation.Hence it cannot fall back to the
type of experience which had been existing in Europe for a
very long time. A better chance of rapid development in
shipping

could have been offered had the material wealth

conducive to shipping environment have been present. To
mention but few,the availability of iron ore,knowledge in
ship-building and repairing,shipping
management,broking,marine insurance and economic potential

and the legal aspects of shipping.
There was and still is very little done to arrange
shipping in a professional fashion.
time now to point fingers.

And

there is no

But what should have been

developed then was a proper analysis and evaluation of all
necessary requirements for sea transport,to correspond
with the need of the times,as Kiribati at that time was
gradually emerging into an independent country.There is a
need to train I-Kiribati

in all aspects of shipping

business and related supporting facilities connected with
shipping,e.g.for training the following category of
people; maritime lawyers for legal requirements in the
national and international laws and regulations.In
management,a core of skilled
accountants,shipping

maritime

economists,maritime

administrators,marine insurers,commercial and marketing
personnel.Si mi 1arly the technical aspect should have been
given the same treatment
As a developing country economically eking out
precariOLisly; one may resort

to that excuse for the
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lack o-f incentive to develop shipping,but development come
in stages normally to run side by side with the changes in
circumstances,and shipping development should be kept in
pace not le-ft out as it seems to be the case. And this is
what I intended to explain when I mentioned about the "
state D-f shipping development

There is a need to

develop skilled manpower in all

related aspects o-f

shipping. And it is high time Government do away with
’pecLinia -phobia’ by instead of holding back from
investing either directly or indirectly in shipping and
necessary port facilities, give shipping a fresh support.
The geographical distribution of the thirty-three
islands in Kiribati create problems. The distances between
the islands in particular the Gilbert Group and the
Eastern archipelago are enormous aggravated by the coral
environment e.g. fringing reefs,isiands with mostly non
navigable 1agoons,isiands divided by passages,etc ... Sea
ports on these islands exhibits nothing similar to
conventional port standard.They do not posses proper
channels,basins,quays and lighting.
Having presented a summary of these points discussed
in the topic so far,let me put forward some
recommendations, which in my opinion will be useful to
ponder upon,in trying to look for ways and means to cope
up with the problems of domestic sea transport in
Kiribati.
The first recommendation is for the formation of a
shipping network within the former District Divisions of
the country. That is in the North and Central,the South
Eastern District does not offer the same favourable port
condition therefore it must be served by the Central sea
port.In this case sea ports in Butaritari(North) and
Abemama(Central) should be given consideration for
development.

The idea is similar to what is given in the
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Green Report on physical and administrative
decentral i sat i on -from South Tarawa to selected outer
islands. The di-f-ference here lies in the maritime nature
o-f the project.lt is not essential in this paper to
detail out social and cost benefit or economic analysis
•for decision making purposes to select the best possible
alternatives,-for viabi 1 ity,rate of return on investment
and opportunity cost. At this time I consider it
SLi-f-ficient to put -forward my proposal and do the analysis
later when these proposals are requested -for likely
implementation.
Nevertheless, it may be help-ful here to demonstrate
in brief what is commonly used nowadays, as a tool for
assessing the economic viability of investment on
projects, be they in shipping, ports or other land-based
industries.

The tchnique in question, is that of

discounting

of cash flows, having a variety of

assumptions and forms of argument.

Put simply,

discounting is a calculation, year by year of the net
monetary flow expected from the project over its life.
The net monetary flow in any year is the difference
between the benefits expressed in monetary terms and the
costs, also expressed in monetary terms.

The net flow is

then discounted to obtain the present value, using
discount tables.

But normally, in this type of appraisal

depending on the nature and magnitude of the investment,
the following evaluations are calculated:
- average rate of return.
- pay-back period.
- internal rate of return.
- benefit cost ratio.
For simplicity sake, the following calculation, is
taken from Gardner Pinfold Consulting Economists Limited,
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to illustrate the discounting method and evaluations of
the Net Present Value and Benefit-Cost Ration. The project
has a value of

million invested over three years, with

annual operating costs of $100,000 and with revenues
growing from $200,000 to $500,000 over a 15 year period at
10%.

As has been mentioned earlier, viability is assessed

by discounting the stream of costs and revenues.

And in

the case of a positive NPV, the investment is assumed to
be profitable, similar to the logic behind the BenefitCost Ratio principle.

COSTS
PROJECT COSTS

-----

YEAR.
CAPITAL .

1
“T

200

TOTAL

OPERATING.

200

-

500

-

500

300

300

4

-

100

5

-

100

100

6

-

100

100

7

-

100

100

8

-

100

100

9

-

100

100

100

100

10

-

100

COSTS
YEAR

PROJECT COSTS.
CAPITAL.

OPERATING

TOTAL
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11

—

100

100

12

-

100

100

13

-

100

100

14

-

100

100

100

100

1,200

2,200

15

—

BENEFITS

DISCOUNT

PRESENT

PROJECT

DISCOUNT

PRESENT

FACTOR

VALUE

REVENUE

FACTOR

VALUE

YEAR

107.

10%

0.909

—

1

-

0.826

-

9

-

0.751

-

3

68.3

200

0.683

136.6

4

0.621

62.1

300

0.621

186.3

5

0.564

56.4

500

0.564

282.0

6

0.513

51.3

500

0.513

256.5

7

0.467

46,7

500

0.467

233.5

8

0.424

42.4

500

0.424

212.0

9

0.386

38.6

500

0,386

193.0

10

0 i 350

35.0

500

0.350

175.0

11

0.319

31 .9

500

0.319

159.5

12

0.290

29.0

500

0.290

145.0

13

0.263

26.3

500

0.263

131.5

14

0.239

23.9

500

0.239

119.5

15

0.909

181 .8

0.826

413.0

0.751

225.3

0.683

—

■
1332.0

2230.4

5500

BO

Benefit/Cost Ratio at 10’/.

=

2,230.4/1,332. 0

1.7

NPV at 107. = 2,230.4 - 1,332.0 = 898.4.
NPV per $ of investment = 898.4/1000 = 0.9

NOTE.The foregoing example is divided into two parts , the
first part is under the title COSTS and the second part is
under the title BENEFITS.

In fact it is one whole

calculation.

My recommendation in investing on selected outer
island ports, could be tested for economic viability in
the same manner ; bearing in mind , however the
magnitude and nature of the project.

The same process in

finding the net present value and the internal rate of
return

( IRR ), could be done by using algebraic formulae,

which at this time would not be illustrated but to be
reserved for later use.

However,the principal idea is to establish two extra
seaports outside Port Betio purported to create a division
of functions in the domestic sea transport.

That is they

will serve as distribution centres for copra and general
cargo for front and back hauls for Northern and Central
and South Eastern groups and serve also as build up points
for copra,before bigger ships of SCK collects them for
transshipment and distribution in South Tarawa.
of ships required for this purpose have to

The type

match with

what has to be transported which in this case it is copra
and locally produced materials and
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goods,.e.g.thatch,sal ted
•f ish,kamaimai ,handicratts,strings,etc . . . including
passengers.

One o-f the positive e-ffect of this is the

creation o-f new economic centres.

Small scale service

industries will be attracted to serve the needs o-f the
working population and where people are concentrated the
chance for economic development is greater.

Employment

opportunities will be available followed by a regular
income to those in jobs,meaning an eventual improvement in
the standard of living.
How is it possible to make an initial take off to the
proposal ? Existing port facilities on the islands of
Butaritari in the North and Abemama in the South though
they are very basic by port standard are adequate for a
start.

And the present Shipyard is currently undergoing

modernisation to increase its building and repairing
capacities. So there is a possibility there to build the
types of ships required to serye these regional ports with
the advice from experienced shipbuilders specialised in
constructing ships

according to the kind of freight

market existing in the country.
Ownership of the ports and ships for each regions can
be organised on a joint venture basis between Local
Government Councils served.

And in a small scale venture

like this,the existing facilities in the country should be
enough to contain the need. These facilities are,the Bank
of Kiribati and the National Loans Board which would
eventually become the National Development Bank of
Kiribati,for financing purposes; the Attorney General's
Chambers for legal advice on contracts,agreements, or
legislation aspect of shipping;the Marine Division and SCK
for shipping and port advice;the Kiribati Insurance
Corporation for insurance matters and the Marine Training
Center for manning at rating level.

This recommendation in my opinion does not require a
massive set up o-f huge port and shipping in-frastructure
nor installations which costs are prohibitive. The service
will be cut to suit the basic necessities and requirements
of present day domestic sea transport in the initial
stages. Then gradually a build up and improvement phase
should -follow to cope with the ever changing technology in
shipping including ports.lt is important to note that
demand for shipping is a derived demand arising from the
demand for certain commodities.

Shipping or ships

themselves are really floating assets of practically no
value if there is no demand for them to move freights and
people from one point to another. Consequently the
regional ports and shipping network would have to be kept
up to date to serve ej-tisting and changing demands.
The establishment of these centres will result in the
build up of copra and other general cargo tonnage which in
turn will reduce costs for BCK. Instead of SCK ships
calling in all island ports from time to time now they
will be calling in two regional ports. Turn-around time
would be reduced as well as bunker consumption and other
ship costs for the voyage.But most important of all there
would be less employment for SCK ships particularly

Momi

and Mataburo. And in this case their tonnage could be
marketed by means of time chartering and voyage
chartering. Preliminary studies for these possibilities
should be made. And as these ports become delivery
and collecting points,port activities would increase
creating more chances for employment,beneficial not only
to those people living in these island ports but to the
economy as a whole.
However,it seems that at present,Kiribati is in a
good position to provide most facilities required in
connection to this proposal with very little to ask from

S3

overseas donors and thereby getting closer to the
country’s aim -for sel-f-rel i ance, It should be kept in mind
that the type of ship and port_ intended for this purpose
are small similar to existing landing crafts and existing
island port in use at present.Si nee the present Shipyard
has the capacity to build these types of ships,what is
needed is an advice from experts to modify the present
plan of these landing-crafts to suit the trade.For the
improvement of shipping tonnage for overseas carriage of
goods,Bovernment has already at its disposal the MSA
Report,1988.If existing capital money in the country is
not enough to meet new building requirements then one can
resort to acquire loan from financing houses and banks
overseas.Specialised Banks in Japan particularly for ship
financing are available.
The second recommendation focuses on the formulation
of shipping policies.'If the present shipping policies
spelled out in the Sixth National Development Plan 19871991 referred to in MSA Report 1988 are the only one
exist,then there is room to improve and refine them. One
improvement that could be made is to draw out a deardistinction between Government’s overall transport and
shipping policy. Shipping pdlicy is only a part of the
former and itself only an element in the whole economic
policy of the country. But it is very important that
shipping policies are formulated separately to serve
domestic and international merchant
shipping.i.e.Government’s attitude towards its merchant
fleet and other merchant fleets involved in trading with
Kiribati. And that is why policies like liberal and
protectionism should be studied more in depth.
Government has a shipping policy contained in the
overall laws and regulations given in the Acts and similar
instruments.

But what seem to be lacking in this area is
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an ad-hoc policy. These are changing policies
corresponding with changes in political and economic
situations. And it is the same, type of policies which
should be spelled out more clearly. The -five point
shipping policy given in the National Development Plan are
not that distinct.For example,one o-f the policy stated;"
Government will ensure transport o-f consumer iterns,general
■foodstu-f-fs -from overseas on reliable services.

"

There

are two mixtures in this policy,the Government transport
policy which is linked to the overall economic
responsibility to supply its population with sustenance o-f
li-fe and the shipping policy which is more direct to SCK.
There are other areas o-f overlapping in the country's
transport and shipping policy which must be,, looked into
and analysed inorder to have good clear policies,goals and
objectives. For i-f policies are ill—de-fined one cannot
expect good results in the conversion to action or
implementation part of them.
Beside those two main recommendations,I will mention
■few others which though they may seem radical,they are
still potential i-f pursued;
1. Pass new legislation that will enable foreign
operators to operate the domestic service if the Ministry
of Transport and Communications cum Government are so
concerned about costs in shipping. This is a similar
notion to the present KOSL and PFL.
2. Encourage group ownership of shipping service

for

the domestic sea transport instead of allowing few already
rich private businesses to prevent widening the gap
between the rich and the poor in Kiribati.
3.Government should not adopt a mediocre approach to
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shipping . That is ,if the service is vital tor the
economic development ot Kiribati,it should be given the
tull support not the halt hearted lip-service.
4.SCK management including the Board ot Directors
should be lett in the hands ot those who have been
subjected and exposed to the study ot maritime
business,e.g.retired and serving captains preterably with
Master Foreign—going,maritime
Bconomists,1awyers,accountants and administrators.
The present manpower-ot SCK is enough, but alot ot
post-training is required and there are specialised
institutions tor these types ot trainings ,which can be
done tor the long term objectives two years and tor short
courses ot three to six months.lt is very essential that
the Ministry ot Transport and Communications plus SCK
start drawing up a list tor prospective statt ot SCK tor
turther training and try to look tor tunds.
In

conclusion,

let me say that there is alot yet to

be done by those involved in the business ot shipping in
Kiribati particularly those working in SCK and the
Ministry tor Transport and Communications and that
Kiribati cannot rely

on a " deus ex-machina " but the

dedication to the course ot shipping to make it a success
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Appendix A

KIRIBATI GROSS OavESTIC PRODUCT BY ECONa^llC ACTIVITY
1979-1984, (A$'000)
1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Agriculture
Of Which: Copra
Fishing
Of Which: Connmercial
Mining
Manufactu ring
Electricity and Vi/ater
Construction
Wholesale, Retail & Hotels
Transport & Conmunication
Finance, Insurance, etc.
Ownership of Dwellings
Government Administration
(inci Education & Health)
Community, Social and
Recreational Services
less: Imputed Bank Service
Charge

4,026
3,385
2,008
873
15,031
304
541
934
2,353
2,137
193
502

1,528
855
2,327
1,106

3,012
2,242
2,842
1,348

2,846
1,946
3,296
1,568

3,340
2,264
4,293
2,487

5,986
4,852
4,827
2,973

—

GDP at

34,745 21,025 22,865 26,424 26,774 29,173

plus:
less:

factor

cost

1ndirect Taxes
subsidies

—

—

—

—

496
321
398
328
1,121
992
3,290
3,212
3,871 ' 3,702
637
144
636
628

494
456
1,126
4,478
6,032
682
452

508
661
616
3,455
4,766
595
754

620
840
798
3,374
4,069
791
575

6,382

7,322

6,819

6,678

7,727

7,562

449

456

491

527

543

526

(114)

(111)

(572)

(643)

(484)

(796)

3,916
3,682
3,938
4,085
3,985
3,925
(1,786)(2,491)(3,859)(4,260)(3,657)(1,615)
26,103 26,799 31,475

GDP at market prices

37,044 22,460 22,991

Monetary GDP
Non-Monetary
Of Which :
:
:

34,762 20,033 20,043 22,741 23,067 27,502
3,973
3,732
3,362
2,282
2,427
2,948
1,134
1,077
900
673
771
641
1,855
1,805
1 , 135
1,728
1,221
1,495
984
850
734
533
682
505

GDP
Agriculture
Fishing
Other

MEMCRANDUf.1 ITEM
Popu1 ation ('000)
GDP per cap i tal (AS)

57
646

59
384

60
385

61
429

62
432

63
497

KIRIBATI

INDIGENOUS WORKFORCE BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
AGE AND GENDER 1985

AGE GROUP

15-24

25-34

34-49

50 +

TOTAL

G^SH WORK
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

826
556
1,382

1,827
730
2,557

1,876
342
2,218

533
79
612

5,062
1,707
6,769

VILLAGE WORK*
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

4,399
2,483
6,882

2,387
1,855
4,242

2,152
1,806
3,958

2,228
1,386
3,614

11,166
7,530
18,696

HOME DUTIES *
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

77
2,568
2,645

39
2,047
2,086

22
2,063
2,085

93
1,908
2,001

231
8,586
8,817

297
182
479

74
18
92

33
4
37

9
8
17

413
212
625

^EMPLOYED
\m.E
FEMALE
TOTAL
OLD AGE
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

284
496
780

284
496
780

D1 SABLE
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

54
6
60

28
12
40

46
18
64

80
35
115

208
71
279

INMATE
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

37
15
52

24
16
40

29
12
41

24
14
38

114
57
171

STUDENT
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

1 , 149
1,186
2,335

4
2
6

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,153
1,188
2,341

29
6
35

12
5
17

2
4
6

2
3
5

45
18
63

6,868
7,002
13,870

4,395
4,685
9,080

4,160
4,249
8,409

3,253
3,929
7, 182

18,675
19,865
38,541

NOT STATED
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL
TOTAL
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

*

* "Village Work" & "Home Duties" are very closely related

Appendix C

KIRIBATI BALANCE OF PAYiVlENTS SUIVTVARY (A$'000)
1979

1930

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Exports,f .0.b.
Fish
Copra
Phosphate
Other
Re-exports

22,039
151
3,684
17,953
51
200

2,602
189
2,171
0
42
200

3,577
701
2,638
0
38
200

2,353
515
1,454
0
49
335

4,003
1,503
2,158
0
27
315

12,456
1,718
6,987
0
64
3,687

6,057
1,017
4,718
0
56
266

irriportS, f .o.b.
Oi 1
Other

15,751
2,258
13,493

18,263
2,504
1,759

22,830
3,671
19,159

22,772
3,441
19,331

19,606
2,520
17,086

20,877
3,088
17,789

21,582
3,236
18,346

Trade Balance

6,288 (15,661)(19,253)(20,419)(15,603)

Services (net)
Receipt s
:RERF drawdown
Payments
Private transfers
Of ficia 1 transfers
United Kingdom
Australia
Japan
curopean Community
Other

500
7,100
4,700
6,600
1,400
9,200
4,900
2,400
100
1,400
400

3ervices+Transfers(net) 11,100

■ c

(8,421) j,( 15,525)

(1,950)
1,251
7,550
10,451
4,250
5,751
9,500
9,200
1,400
1,700
15,100
14,100
11,500
8,400
2,400
2,500
500
1,500
300
900
400
800

(250)
1,500
8,550
10,200
4,750
5,500
8,800
8,700
2,500
2,500
13,200
18,000
8,400
9,900
2,400
2,300
800
2,400
200
2,000
1,400
1,400

2,200
12,100
5,500
9,900
2,200
15,800
6,800
2,000
2,200
2,200
2,600

14,550

17,051

15,450

22,000

20,200

... 24,482

(111)

(2,202)

(4,969)

6,397

11,779

8,957

(300)

(1,700)

(1,500)

.. (900)

4,697

10,279

Current Balance

17,388

Sap i ta 1 Ba 1 ance

(7,800)

(2,400)

SVERALL BALANCE

9,588

(3,511)

2,502

(4,369)

3,511

2,502

4,369

'cnetary fy/Iovements (increase
in foreign assets)
(9,588)
r &

1979-1985

600

(4,697)(10,279)

5,882
■14,682
5,182
• 8,800
2,400
16,200
6,000'
2,500
4,000
1,000
2,700

— 8,057
(8,057)

